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ABSTRACT
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL: MODELING AND SIMULATION
Shangping Guo 
Old Dominion University, 2003 
Director: Dr. Sacharia Albin
Photonic crystals are periodic electromagnetic media in optical wavelength scale. They 
possess photonic band gaps (PBGs) that inhibit the existence of light within the crystals in certain 
wavelength range. Such band gaps produce many interesting optical phenomena. In this 
dissertation, the frequency (plane wave method, PWM) and time domain (finite difference time 
domain method, FDTD) methods are developed for their modeling and simulation.
The theory and algorithm of plane wave method are studied in detail and implemented in a 
unique and efficient approach. PWM is used to obtain the gap and mode information of ideal and 
defective photonic crystals. Several material and structural parameters are shown to affect the 
band gap. Examples of devices studied include high-Q micro-cavities, linear waveguides, highly 
efficient sharp bend, and channel drop filters.
Effects of defects in photonic crystals are studied in detail. Results show that point defects can 
form resonator centers of very high quality factors, whereas line defects can form linear 
waveguides in low/high index material. Highly efficient energy transfer occurs between defect 
modes. A numerical analysis of the interaction mechanisms between them is carried out and the 
results serve as a theoretical guide for device designs.
Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with periodic air holes in the cladding is analyzed using a 
modified PWM method. PCF is able to guide light in single mode in a very broad wavelength 
region, or it can guide light in air core, offering superior optical properties. By tailoring the 
microstructures of the cladding, mode shape and group velocity dispersion can be controlled.
Finally, a simulation tool using FDTD is developed to study and simulate the device design. 
The Order-N method using FDTD and periodic boundary conditions is also presented to reduce 
the heavy computation of PW M  method. Light dynamics in PBG devices are simulated and 
analyzed using FDTD and Perfectly M atched Layer boundary conditions. Excitation sources, 
mode symmetry, and detection techniques are described to obtain complete and accurate 
information from the simulations. The combination of the time domain and frequency domain 
methods provides a powerful tool for analysis and design of PBG devices with high performance.
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1CHAPTER I . 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 A n  O v e r v ie w
In the last decade, photonic band gap (PBG) materials or photonic crystals have been a rapidly 
developing field in micro-optics and quantum physics. Photonic band gap materials are 
artificially arranged periodic electromagnetic media in ID, 2D or 3D (Figure 1) with the 
periodicity in the operating wavelength scale (~pm). It is an analogous to semiconductors with 
periodic structures in atomic scale (~nm). In semiconductors, the periodic potential for electrons 
in semiconductor leads to the formation of electronic band gap. In PBG materials, the periodic 
refractive index for photons leads to the formation of photonic band gap. No electrons are 
allowed in the electronic band gap, likewise no photons are allowed to propagate in the photonic 
band gap. Unlike the natural peri odic semiconductors, PBG structures can be of unlimited forms, 
which provide possibilities of creating many different novel photonic devices. The study of 
photonic crystal is governed by Bloch theorem and Maxwell’s equations, and is inherently 
accurate. Hence, photons in PBG materials are controllable and their properties are highly 
predictable, which makes coherent photonic devices feasible. On the contrary, electrons in 
semiconductor are often diffracted by unwanted defects and the property is governed by 
Shrodinger equation, which is based on quantum physics. In photonic crystals, intentionally 
introduced defects lead to localized electromagnetic states or localized propagating states; 
examples are high Q micro-cavities and linear waveguides in any media. These structures can 
guide light without radiation loss around sharp bend or in lower-index material, leading to a 
versatile way to control light.
yi. - f t - yj
• -
Figure 1. Example of ID, 2D, 3D PBG structures: ID multilayer structure, 2D square 
slab structure, 3D cube stmcture.
The Format followed: Physical Review B.
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2The study of electromagnetic waves in ID  periodic materials (multi-layer media) has a long 
history. In 1887, Lord Rayleigh first studied the multi-layer media. He identified the existence of 
a narrow band gap which light cannot propagate through. The gap is dependent on the incident 
angle due to the different periodicity in different angles, leading to colors varying with angles. 
Pochi Yeh et al [1] found possible light localization in defects in these ID periodic structures. 
The possible existence of photonic band gaps in 2D and 3D periodic structures was found in 1987 
by two research groups, marking the beginning o f PBG devices. Yablonovitch [2, 3] predicted 
that a 3D periodic structure had an electromagnetic band gap that overlapped the electronic band 
edge, and all radiation, including the spontaneous emissions were strictly inhibited. Sajeev John 
[4] first pointed out the existence of Anderson localization of light in moderately disordered 
structures. Since then, photonic crystals have been a hot area, leading to many subsequent 
developments in fabrication, theory and applications. There are books [5], conference 
proceedings [6], special journal editions [7-9] and hundreds of research published papers each 
year on photonic crystals.
However, the search for a band gap in 3D structures proved unsuccessful both experimentally 
and theoretically for several years. A breakthrough came when the vector nature of the photons 
was recognized to play an important role in forming the band gap. As a result, several papers 
published in 1990 [10, 11] predicted the band gaps correctly using the vectorial plane wave 
method. Soon the 3D diamond structure was found to have a complete band gap [10, 12].
In subsequent years, many different geometries in ID, 2D and 3D had been explored both 
theoretically and experimentally. A brief review of the research follows that is roughly divided 
into four categories: calculation, fabrication, device application and quantum effects. Photonic 
band gap is a complicated interaction of multi-scattering and Mie scattering. Numerical 
computations are crucial for most theoretical analyses. The numerical methods typically fall into 
three categories: the time domain method such as the Finite Difference Time Domain method 
(FDTD), which can model the time-evolution of electromagnetic fields in these structures; the 
transfer matrix method, where scattering matrices are computed to obtain the transmission and 
reflection through the structure; and frequency domain method, mainly, the plane wave method 
(PWM) which is proved very successful in searching band gap in different geometries. However, 
PW M  has some inherent weaknesses, such as its heavy computation and inability to deal with 
materials with dispersion or loss. Time domain methods and transfer matrix method can provide 
some measurable information such as reflection and transmission, but information obtained
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3depends on many conditions of the numerical experiments, and may not be complete or accurate 
enough.
Following the development of theory, new designs and devices are proposed theoretically and 
fabricated experimentally. Due to the fabrication difficulty of 3D PBG structures, most novel 
devices are based on 2D PBG structures. Some o f the important new devices or designs are listed 
below:
■ The low loss sharp bend [13-17] which allows high efficiency transmission through a 
very sharp bend
■ High Q microcavity [18-20], which is generally produced by a point defect in a bulk 
crystal, the quality factor Q can be up to tens of thousands
* PBG planar antenna [21-25], which can improve radiation efficiency or patterns, and 
could be useful for reducing radiations of cell phones
■ Microcavity defect laser [19, 26-30], which can suppress spontaneous emission 
effectively, leading to a very low threshold lasing
■ High extraction efficiency LED [31, 32], by overcoming the TIR in conventional LEDs, 
the PBG based LED can extract most light generated in the LED region
■ 100% channel add/drop filter[33-35]
* Linear waveguiding [36-41]
■ Low cross-talk channel cross [42] and so on.
Photonic crystal fiber (PCF), which is also called holey fiber, seems to develop into its own 
technology segment. Its fabrication is much easier than those conventional optical fibers since it 
needs no doping in the core. The index-guiding PCF can be single-mode in all wavelength 
regions [43]; the PBG effect in PCF can even guide light in a large air hole [44].
Quantum effects in photonic crystals are of interest to many researchers. The main interests 
include the control of spontaneous emission [3, 26, 45, 46], atom-photon or matter-photon 
interaction in PBG environment [46-48], nonlinear effects in fiber or planar devices [49, 50], 
surface plasmons in metallodielectric PBG structures [51, 52].
Fabrication of PBG devices is vital to its development. Though several methods were 
suggested in literature, few of them are good for mass production. Among them, silicon micro­
machining [15, 38, 53], oval self-organizing [54], and macro-porous silicon [55] for 2D slab 
structure are the more promising methods.
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41.2 P h o t o n ic  B a n d  G a ps
In PBG materials, the formation of photonic band gap is a result of synergetic interplay 
between the macroscopic Bragg scattering and the microscopic M ie scattering. Bragg scattering 
relates to the periodicity, or the geometry of the lattice; Mie scattering relates to the shape of 
individual scatterers [56]. The refractive index contrast affects mainly the strength of these two 
scattering mechanisms that are quite complex. Hence, there is no simple relation between the 
band gap and the PBG structures. Numerical calculation is crucial for predicting the properties of 
light in these structures.
No electromagnetic waves or optical modes are allowed in the band gap, and PBG is 
essentially an electromagnetic ‘vacuum’. This is used to suppress spontaneous emission in the 
PBG, and make low threshold lasers and LED devices. Also, it brings some new quantum effects 
such as extremely low group velocity at the edge of the gap.
W hen disorder is introduced in the PBG structures, a defect forms. Discrete energy levels may 
generate in the band gap. This is called defect bands or localized states since these modes are not 
allowed to propagate through the surrounding PBG structures. The localization of light in PBG is 
of most interest since this is a totally new way to control the flow of light.
1.3 S co pe  O f  R e se a r c h
This work mainly focuses on how to model and simulate PBG devices, to explore their 
properties, and effects of some design parameters. It is a first and important step in the research 
on PBG material. The objective is to provide theoretical analysis and numerical tools to design 
and simulate PBG structures and devices, and find possible applications. The dissertation is 
organized in the following sections. In Chapter II, the plane wave method (PWM) is implemented 
in MATLAB and the convergence and accuracy are discussed, which determine the accuracy of 
most calculations in subsequent sections. In Chapter III, the PWM is used to analyze some planar 
PBG devices. The effect of structural parameters on the band gap is studied first, and then two 
basic defects, point defects and line defects are studied. Interactions between defects are 
described in a qualitative way based on the numerical results. In Chapter IV, an important device, 
the photonic crystal fiber, is treated using a full-vectorial modified PWM, and two types of 
microstracture fibers including the index-guiding fibers and photonic band gap guiding fibers are 
studied. In Chapter V, the time domain method FDTD including the order-N method for reducing 
computations is described and implemented for PBG and other general electromagnetic field 
applications. Two boundary conditions, the periodic boundary condition (PBC) and Perfectly 
Matched Layers (PML) boundary condition are discussed. The dynamics in several important
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5PBG devices including the high Q microcavity as filters, linear waveguides, and their interactions 
are studied using the FDTD simulation. A summary and conclusion o f the research is given in 
Chapter VI.
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6CHAPTER II 
PLANE WAVE METHOD
2.1 N u m e r ic a l  M e t h o d s  F o r  PBG C a l c u l a t i o n s
Many approaches have been proposed for the research of photonic band gap materials, for 
example, the transfer matrix method [57, 58], scattering matrix method [59], plane wave 
expansion method [11, 60, 61], Finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [62], method of 
momentum, finite element method [63, 64], etc. Among them, plane wave expansion method and 
FDTD method are the most popular numerical methods for PBG structures.
Transfer matrix method and scattering matrix method can be used to obtain the transmission 
spectrum for finite photonic crystals by calculating the respective matrices for each layer; plane 
wave expansion method is a frequency domain method, and it can obtain the band structure and 
mode fields. FDTD is a time domain method, which can be used to study the dynamics of PBG 
devices. It was first introduced in PBG research just a few years ago and has been showing great 
promise to treat some complicated PBG structures, especially the dynamics of real PBG devices, 
which plane wave method is incapable of dealing with.
Plane wave expansion method for PBG structure was first implemented in 1990, and was a 
breakthrough to the PBG research at that time. It is a full-vector method to treat macroscopic 
electromagnetic problems by applying periodic boundary. This concept may apply to many non­
periodic problems using supercell concept if the effect at the boundary can be considered small 
enough. Vector treatment is very important for obtaining correct results since the PBG effect is 
led by the multiple scattering waves by the periodic scatterers.
2.2 T h e o r y  O f  P l a n e  W a v e  M e t h o d
2.2.1 M axwell equations for certain conditions
First, we consider Maxwell equations in these conditions:
■ A source-free space: p  = 0, J = 0;
• Lossless medium: e(r) is real and no material dispersion in the region of interest;
■ Linear and time-invariant: any mode can be decomposed of a set of plane waves using 
Fourier theory
* p{r) = const.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7f  E{r)^
Using complex forms e x p [z ( ty f-£ -r ) ] ,  the time derivatives in Maxwell equations
v » W ,
can be eliminated using d/dt —» j(i) :
V •  e{r)E{r)  = 0 
V  •  H (r)  = 0
-  (2.1)
V x f f ( r ) =  j£y£0f ( r ) i? ( r )
V x £ ( r ) =  - ja ) f i0H (r)
From the equation above, one can conclude that H  and D (i.e. e(r)E) are transverse and 
continuous everywhere, but E  is not necessarily so.
Putting the 3rd equation in (2.1) into the 4th equation, the vector wave equation for H  can be 
easily obtained:
V x - | r V x H ( r )  =  ^ f f ( r )  (2.2)
£{r) c “
with the transverse condition being: V  •  H (r)  =  0 .  (2.3)
This is a standard eigen-value problem, Q H  = A H  . The operator © =  V x  — V x  has some
£
important properties [5]:
1. It is a linear operator: if Hi and H2 are two different modes of the system, then the 
combination H i+H2 is also a mode supported by the system.
2. It is a Hermitian operator: by definition, the inner product ( / ,  0 g )  -  (© /, g ) . This leads 
to two important properties as below:
• It has only real eigen values, based on the fact that it is a Hermitian operator and e(r) 
is real everywhere.
• Orthogonality: any two different modes are orthogonal to each other, ( if , ,H  .) =  Stj 
assuming the fields are normalized.
3. Scaling. £ { r ) ( O : if the same dielectric function scales by a factor a, £'{r) = f ( r / a ) ,  
the eigen frequency will also be scaled by a, 0)' = 0)j a .  This is why the principle of PBG 
can be applied to different frequency region, optical or microwave region.
Once H  is solved, E can be obtained by using the following equation:
E(r) = - \ r V x H { r )  (2.4)
ja)£{r)
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W e use the equation for H  instead of D  or E  since the operators for D  and E  are not Hermitian 
and do not possess these properties.
2.2.2 Bloch theorem for periodic structure
For infinite periodic structures, Bloch theorem is often used. Bloch theorem shows that a plane 
wave in an infinite periodic structure will be modulated by the periodicity. So, the magnetic field 
H  can be expressed as:
( 2 .5 )
u\r)  =  u[r + Ri )
where R/ is an arbitrary lattice vector, ek is a unit vector perpendicular to the vector k  and 
parallel to the H  vector to reflect the transversal property of H.
The dielectric function e(r) is periodic in r-space:
f ( r ) = £ ( r  + i O  (2.6)
where: Rt = ^ 5 ,  + l2a 2 + (2.7)
R] is an arbitrary lattice vector, lh Z3 are integers, and a l ,a 2,a 3 are the basis lattice vectors to
describe the periodic lattice.
Using Fourier transform for periodic functions:
e ( r ) = Y , e ( G , y s 'f  . (2 .8)
S, v a
Since n(r) has the same periodic property as e(r), H  can be expanded as:
(2.9)
G,,A
Here G, is an arbitrary spatial frequency which we call it as reciprocal lattice vector, and
Gj = hjyj + h2b2 + h3b3 (2.10)
where bv b2, b3 are basis vectors in the reciprocal space; hh h2, h3 are integers; X represents 1 and 
2; ex represents the two orthogonal unit vectors, which are both perpendicular to k  + G i , i.e.:
iic + G; ) •  eA = 0
e{ ®e2 = 0
(2 .11)
All the lattice vectors Ri form the lattice in the r-space, and all the reciprocal lattice vectors G; 
form the reciprocal lattice in the reciprocal space, according to the terms in solid-state physics. 
The two sets of basis vectors are orthogonal to each other, and they are related by:
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h  = 2 n - -,b2 = 2 n -
InS;;
a3 Xflj
= 2 ^ -
a , x a 2
a 2 •  a ,  x  a 3
(2.12)
(2.13)
a , * a 2X a3 a1®a2X a 3
Using equations (2.8) and (2.9), and applying the transverse condition, the wave equation can 
be transformed to an algebraic form [11] (See Appendix I):
k + G ' e~l \ G - G '




r ■ m 2 V
j j h . c 2 _^2_
(2.14)
This is a standard eigen-value problem and it can be written as the matrix form:
"M j m 2~ U g T a)2 \ ( G T
_m 3 m 4_ M G1 c 2 _ h ,(G \
(2.15)
If  N  plane waves (G vectors) are used, this will be a 2N  linear equation group, and the 
complexity o f this problem is 0(8N 3) when a standard eigen-solver is used.
Simplifications exist for 2D and ID PBG ’s. For 2D photonic crystal, we assume the dielectric 
constants along z-direction are invariant. For in-plane propagation, kz=0, wave vector k is always 
in the xy-plane. In this case, e2=e%, G is always in the ay-plane, so [M2] and [M3] are zero 
matrices, and two polarizations hi and h2 become decoupled. Since hi is in the xy plane and h2 is 
along z-direction, hi is TM  mode, and h2 is TE mode(From equation (2.4), E  has components only 
in ay-plane). Equation (2.14) is decomposed into TE and TM  modes:
' 2 / \
(2.16)TM:
TE:
Y \ k  + 6\\k +  &  e~l (g  -  G % ( G ' ) = ~ h i ( 6 )  
c  1 1 c
+ g ) .  (k + G ' y  (6 -  G %  (g ')= ~ h 2(g ). (2.17)
G’ C '
Each of them is a group of N  linear equations if  N  plane waves are used, so the dimension of 
the eigen-matrix is reduced by half and the complexity reduces to 0(N3). For ID normal 
incidence, TE and TM  behave similar and only one equation is needed. Off-plane ID  and 2D 
problems can be treated as 2D and 3D problems, respectively.
For each specific wave vector k, the eigen-value gives the frequencies co of the eigen-modes. 
Using N  plane waves, we will get IN  (for TE & TM  is N) discrete frequencies for each fc-point. 
These frequencies are sorted in ascending order and labeled as 1 to 2N. One band is formed by all 
the eigen-frequencies with the same order for all Uvectors in First Irreducible Brillouin zone 
(IBZ).
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According to Bloch theorem, we can restrict the wave vector k in the 1st Brillouin zone for the
periodicity in the reciprocal space. In addition, taking advantage o f the symmetry of the 1st 
Brillouin zone, we can calculate only the eigen-ffequencies for those ^-vectors along the edge of 
the IBZ, since those frequencies for the k-vectors falling inside the IBZ will fall inside the band.
The eigenvectors can be used to form H  and D  fields according to equation (2.4) and (2.9). 
The concepts of band structure and band gap are taken from solid-state electronics. Also, we 
use other concepts in solid-state physics, such as: lattice vector, reciprocal lattice vector, primitive 
unit cell, Wegner-Seitz unit cell, 1st Brillouin zone, and irreducible 1st Brillouin zone.
2.3 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  O f  T h e  A lg o r i t h m
Several important points will be discussed below regarding the implementation of the 
algorithm. The general procedure is to define the structure of study, find the Fourier transform,
obtain the matrix e {p  -  G ' ) , and form the eigen-value problem. Our implementation uses 
MATLAB and can solve most PBG problems with different geometry, different ‘atom’ shape. 
Since PBG is often composed of localized medium in periodic grid points in a background of 
another different medium, we call the localized medium as an ‘atom’.
Since the eigen-value problem is a standard problem, the difficulty lies in finding the Fourier 
transforms of different structures. We differentiate different structures by ‘atom’ shape, lattice 
geometry and dimensionality. To extend the ability to treat more complex structures, the concept 
of supercell is introduced. The supercell may contain a finite number o f ‘atom s’ with the same or 
different shape, in periodic or non-periodic arrangement. The periodic boundary condition applies 
at the boundary of the supercell. The geometry represents the arrangement of the supercell. For 
simple cases, the supercell contains only one ‘atom’.
2.3.1 Shift property of Fourier transform
Assuming the Fourier transform of a single atom s(r) is known as e(G), if  s(r) is shifted by an
amount r0, then its Fourier transform must be multiplied by e tG’r° according to [65] which we call 
it as the shift property:
Therefore, for a supercell with several atoms in periodic or random positions, the Fourier 
transform can be obtained using addition and subtraction:
e(r  +  r0) o  e ,d' r°£(G). (2.18)
(2.19)
where rt is the location of an ‘atom’ in the supercell.
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Shift property is especially suitable for supercell method for cases such as the photonic crystal 
with defects. We can obtain accurate Fourier coefficients of the supercell at the required G grid 
points by doing simple additions and subtractions, requiring only the Fourier coefficients of each 
single kind of atom. This is especially advantageous for a large supercell with many periodic or 
random atoms in it.
2.3.2 ‘Atoms’ w ith  regular shape
Using analytical Fourier transform when available will be advantageous. We illustrate the 
implementation in the case of 2D photonic crystals with the most commonly used circular 
cylinder. Other shapes such as the sphere, cubes, and rectangular blocks can follow the same 
procedure and their Fourier transforms can be found in Ref. [65].
Assuming the radius of the cylinder is R, the dielectric constant for the cylinder ( ‘atom’) is ea, 
the background dielectric constant is eb, the lattice structure can be represented by the two lattice 
basis vector ^  and a2 ■ The cell area is calculated as A  =  x  a 21, the Fourier transform of the 
unit cell is:
When the analytical form of the Fourier transform of a structure is known, the ‘atom’ shape 
and lattice geometry are already taken into account. Hence, we need not worry about the different 
geometry of the lattice.
2.3.3 ‘Atoms’ with arbitrary shape
W hen the atom shape is not regular, no easy Fourier transform can be obtained, only 
numerical FFT can be used. However, FFT can only deal with orthogonal space, square or cube, 
it is difficult to apply FFT directly on non-orthogonal unit cell. We found non-orthogonal unit cell 
can be converted to orthogonal cell using coordinate conversion, so FFT can be easily applied. 
Once the FFT is done, the other procedures are the same as above.
Assuming the three basis lattice vectors in the Cartesian real space are av a2, a3 with:
(2.20)
e{G = 0) = eb + f { e n - £ b) (2 .21)
where J\ is the l sl order Bessel fu n c tio n ,/is  a fraction parameter and
f = V o latJ V o l cell. (2.22)
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ax = alxx  + aXyy + alzz
a2 = a2xx  + a2yy  + a2zz , (2.23)
a3 = a3xx  + a3yy + a3_z
and the dielectric function in the unit cell is e(r)- Column vector is r -  max +naz + la3, where 
m, n and I are coordinates along the basis lattice vectors. In Cartesian coordinates:
r = (malx + na2x + la3x )x + (maly + na2y + la3y )y + (malz + na2z + la3z )f  (2.24)
So we can easily have: [ g f
where
1
ST <hy au <hx a2x a3x
CL-,2x a2y a2z <hy a2y a3y
l f
t UJ X a3y thz _ 3 . a2z ®3z
(2.25)
(2.26)
is called the metric for the oblique coordinates [66, 67],
The dielectric function can be converted to an equivalent function in a square or cube unit cell. 
Taking the 2D triangular lattice as an example, see Figure 2, the unit cell is oblique, and the atom 
in the unit cell is a cylinder. After the conversion, the unit cell is square and the atom is changed 
into an oblique ellipse cylinder. FFT is then applied on this equivalent unit cell.
Figure 2. Coodrinate conversion of a triangular lattice with circular cylinders. Note 
when the radius of the cylinder is larger, part of the cylinder will go out of the unit cell, 
and neighboring atoms will come into the unit cell.
2.3.4 Implementation procedure
Our procedure for the band structure calculation is given as below:
1. Define the basis lattice vectors ax,a 2,a 3in Cartesian coordination, dielectric constants for
background material eb, dielectric constants for the ‘atom ’ ea, shape parameter (e.g., radius 
R) and periodicity a, supercell size (number of periods along each dimension, can be a real
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number); Calculate the reciprocal lattice vectors ^ , &2, / 3 , metric tensor [g], fraction
p aram eter/ Also the ‘atom’ number and position in the primitive unit cell, and those high- 
symmetric points in the irreducible first Brillouin zone (IBZ) should be found.
2. Form the Fourier transform matrix e(G) according to its analytical form if available. This 
matrix is calculated only once and should contain all the Fourier coefficients required for 
e(G-G’) in the iteration. Its dimension is usually small and the computation is small, for 
example, in a 2D PBG, a 100x100 e(G) can be enough for 2500 plane waves.
3. If there is no analytical Fourier transform, coordination conversion is used to form the 
dielectric matrix while dividing the unit cell in real space into a fine mesh and then perform 
FFT. A submesh is used to average dielectric constants at each grid point. The size of the 
FFT matrix is usually much larger than the one in step (2) in order to improve accuracy.
4. Use the shift property in equation (2.18-2.19) to get the Fourier transform for the supercell.
5. Specify the grid points in the reciprocal space to be used, in other words, the plane waves to 
be used. The set of plane waves can be selected somewhat arbitrarily, as shown in Figure 3, 
however, it will affect the convergence. For example, using the right scheme in Figure 3 for 
2D triangular lattice can save about 10% plane waves than using the left scheme. If  the left 
scheme is used: along direction of each reciprocal lattice base vector, choose the n closest 
grid points. So the total grid points or plane waves used would be APW= (2n+ l), 
ApW= (2 n + l)2, and A W = (2n+ l)3 for ID , 2D, and 3D PBG’s respectively.
6. Select all the coefficients in matrix e(G) needed to form the matrix e(G-G’). The dimension 
of this matrix should be APWx iVPW.
7. Calculate the inverse matrix of e(G-G’).
8. Form the £-vector array to be used, interpolating between those high-symmetric points in 
IBZ.
9. Form the eigen-matrix [M] according to the problem to be solved and the dimension o f [M] 
will be jVpwx /VPW or 2/VPWx 2APW, depending on the equation (2.15) (2.16) and (2.17).
10. Find all the eigenvalues and/or the eigenvectors of interest. A new iteration goes to (5), see 
Figure 3.
11. Output the final results by graph or file.
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Figure 3. Selection and iteration process of plane waves in a 2D triangular lattice. Left: 
Grid points are selected and iterated along the basis vectors. Right: Grid points are 
selected and iterated according to distance of grid to origin.
Table 1. Dimensions of main matrices in the computation of plane wave method, 
assuming grid number along each direction is n, and maximum allowed grid number is
Umax-













(4nmax+ 1 )x(4nmax+ 1)




(4 nmax+ 1) x(4nmax+ 1 )x(4nmax-t 1) 
» ( 4 n max+ 1 )x(4nmax+ 1 )x(4nmax+ 1)
NpwxNpW
2NPWx2Npw
The main quantities and dimensions of the main matrices are listed in Table 1. The 
computation lies mainly in the eigen-value calculations. The complexity of eignvalue calculation 
is 0(/V3), where N  is the dimension of the eigen matrix. This is very time consuming and needs a 
large amount of memory when the matrix size is over 1000, so a stable and fast eigen-solver will 
be able to greatly improve the performance when the problem size is large. Subspace and Lanzcos 
algorithms may be good for these calculations and this is left to future work. Our implementation 
uses the standard function eig, which MATLAB provides, it solves all the eigenvalues and/or 
eigenvectors and the time is acceptable for matrix smaller than 2000x2000 (This may take -15  
minutes for one solution on a 4Q0MHz Sun processor).
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W e provide source files for calculating ID, 2D, 3D PBG with different ‘atom’ shapes, lattice 
geometries, and they are freely downloadable from our website www.ece.odu.edu/~sguox002. 
These codes are vectorized so that they are simple and efficient, since MATLAB is designed to 
work best with matrices. These programs are so tiny, more or less than 100 lines, that they are 
very good for understanding and further development.
As an example, we show below how the 3D diamond lattice is worked out:
The diamond lattice is a complex FCC lattice with two spherical atoms in the unit cell. 
Assuming the length of the simple cubic side is a, the primitive basis lattice vectors are defined as 
2, =[0,1,1] a / 2 ,a 2 =  [ l ,0 , l ] a /2 ,a 3 =  [ l ,l ,0 ]a /2 . The locations of the two atoms in the primitive
cell are: r0 =  [ - 1 , - 1 , - 1] a /8  and rx = [ l,l,l]a /8  . The reciprocal basis vectors are calculated
according to (2.11): b{ = — [-1,1,1], b2 =  — [l ,- l ,l ] ,  b3 = —  [ l , l , - l ] ,  Assuming the radius of
a a a
the sphere is R, the Fourier transform for a single sphere ‘atom ’ at the reciprocal lattice grid is
expressed as:
) o ) = 3 / f e - G
 ^sin G R - G R  cos GR^
{GRf
The Fourier transform of the supercell with 2 ‘atoms’ can be obtained using (2.19):
(2.27)
AA _ / sin GR -  G R c o s G R ^ _ \
e[G)=  3 f { e a -  eb) --------- — — -^----------  cos(G •  r0 ) (2.28)
V \GR)
r „  4/zR3/ 3using shift property and Fourier transform for a sphere, where /  =  2 — ——  and
V  =  |fij ®a2 X a 31. The DC component needs to be taken care of separately.
The matrix e(G-G’) is obtained by picking the items from the matrix e(G). The relation is set 
by: G = (m ,n , l ) , G ' -  (m r i , I ' )  and G - G '  = { m - m  , n - r i ,1 - I ' ) ,  m, n and I are integers, 
they are coordinates along the reciprocal basis vectors. Since G and G’ are arbitrary grid vectors 
in the selection, the range o f G-G’ will double in each direction. This ensures that if  the matrix 
e(G) is two-times as large as the G selection, all the required Fourier coefficients in e(G-G’) are 
already calculated in e(G).
We show the band structure for R  = -\/s/8a  in Figure 4 using our simple program with
( 2 x 3  + 1)3 =  343 plane waves. The graph shows excellent agreement with the result in Ref. [10] 
even though we used a very small number of plane waves.











Figure 4. Band structure of a 3D diamond lattice. ( 2 x 3 + l )3 = 343 plane waves are 
used for this calculation, the inset shows the unit cell of the diamond lattice. X, U, L, F,
W, K are those high symmetric points in the 1st IBZ of the diamond lattice.
2.4 A lg o r i t h m  C o n v e r g e n c e ,  A c c u r a c y  A n d  S t a b i l i t y
2.4.1 Ideal photonic crystal
We performed the TM/TE band calculation for an ideal 2D triangular lattice [68] with air 
holes in GaAs. The radius of the air hole is 0.28a, where a is the lattice constant, dielectric 
constants for GaAs is 13.0 in the optical region. All the eigen-frequencies with Appoint located at 
M are calculated.
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Figure 5. Eigen-frequency convergences of TM mode vs number of plane waves. Left: 
Convergence of the first band. Right: The iteration error for the first 10 bands. A 
uniform mesh with different resolution is used to represent the unit cell, each grid is 
averaged by a 10x10 submesh.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the convergence for TM and TE mode as a function of number of 
plane waves with different mesh resolutions. Three methods are compared: the analytical Fourier 
transform and FFT with each grid point averaged by a 10x10 submesh, FFT with no submesh 
averaging. The iteration error is calculated as n o r m [ x (n ) -  X ( n - 1)], where X(n) is the eigen- 
frequency vector of the first 10 bands for the nth iteration, or when the number of plane wave 
used is (2n+ l)2.
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Figure 6. Eigen-frequency convergences of TE mode vs number of plane waves. Left: 
Convergence of the first band. Right: The iteration error for the first 10 bands. A 
uniform mesh with different resolution is used to represent the unit cell, each grid is 
averaged by a 10x10 submesh.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6, there actually exist two converging processes: number of plane 
waves and mesh resolutions. These two processes are almost independent on each other. To 
achieve accurate results, both convergences must be reached. The iteration error shown in these 
two figures are not enough to determine whether the accurate values are achieved, since they 
represent only one process. When a fine enough mesh and enough number of plane waves are 
used, the frequencies converge to the accurate values. The mesh grid number does not need to be 
the same as number of plane waves as in Ref. [69], since that makes the computation unfeasible 
without supercomputer in this approach. In our case, the number of plane waves is always much 
smaller than the grid number. For example, the grid is 339x339, the number of plane wave is only 
25x25, compared to over ten thousands in Ref. [69].
Analytical method has only one converging process, also it needs no procedure to form the 
mesh and to perform numerical FFT. Therefore, analytical method has higher accuracy for a same 
number of plane waves than FFT. It can be also faster and save a lot of memory and computation
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time. This may be advantageous when the problem size is large and computation is long, 
especially for 3D cases. The reason why analytical method converges a bit slower than FFT with 
a certain mesh resolution (see the iteration error) is due to the Gibbs’ phenomenon in Fourier 
series.
Convergence with mesh resolution only exists for FFT approach, shown in Figure 7 and 
Figure 8 for TM  and TE separately and the effect of the averaging at each grid point using a finite 
mesh are also shown. The convergence is improved by some degree using averaging.
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Figure 7. Eigen frequency convergence vs grid resolution for TM mode in a 2D 
triangular lattice. 225 plane waves are used for this calculation. Line with ‘o ’ indicates 
the interface of two different materials is averaged by a 10x10 submesh, line with ‘+’ is 
not averaged.
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Figure 8. Eigen frequency convergence vs grid resolution for TE mode in a 2D 
triangular lattice. 225 plane waves are used for this calculation. Line with ‘o ’ indicates 
the interface of two different materials is averaged by a 10x10 submesh, line with *+’ is 
not averaged.
Ref. [69, 70] pointed out that for TE and TM, normal average and inverse average should be 
used respectively to improve convergence. However, in our calculations, the normal averaging 
approach is better for both TE and TM  mode, which is shown in Figure 9. For TE, using inverse 
average approach will change the converging direction, so if these two average approaches are 
combined, the TE convergence will be accelerated, which we will not show here.



















Figure 9. Convergence of eigen-frequency at M  in band 1 for TE and TM  with different 
average approach. Left: TE mode. Right: TM  mode. The solid line with circles 
indicates the analytical results, the dotted line represents inverse average approach, the 
solid line represents normal average approach. Along the arrow direction, the mesh 
resolution along each dimension for each line is 51, 99, 163, 243, 339, respectively.
In addition, we compare our results using analytical Fourier coefficients with those recently 
published by Hermann et al. [71, 72], as shown in Table 2. When analytical method is used, the 
equivalent grid is (4n+l) x (4n+l), and the number of plane waves is (2n+ l)2, as stated above. It 
should be pointed out that the number of plane waves in those references is not known. Also the 
time for their methods is measured on other computer and is only listed as it is.
The advantage of using analytical Fourier Transform is evident from Table 2. It requires a 
small number of plane waves, but produces accurate results and converges quickly. This is even 
better when there exist some very small features in the lattice, where FFT needs very large mesh 
to reflect all the details.
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Table 2. Comparison of several methods: Accuracy, convergence and cpu time.
Method Grid #
PWs
ofBand 1 at X  Band 2 at X Band 3 at X Band 4 at XCPU-
time(s)*
Analytical FT - 169 0.15071 0.18778 0.31852 0.36231 2.60
Analytical FT - 225 0.15071 0.18778 0.31851 0.36229 5.06
Our FFT 243x243 169 0.15073 0.18781 0.31855 0.36240 33.10
PWM[72] 40x40 - 0.15163 0.19066 0.31962 0.36678 99.80
Multigrid[72] 256x256 - 0.15071 0.18778 0.31851 0.36219 47.60
* Measured on a Sun Sparc 400MHz UNIX machine as a telnet user, which may vary
with load on that computer.
2.4.2 Defective crystals: Supercell approximation
Crystals with defects inside can be approximated using the supercell method. In this case, a 
supercell includes the defect and several periods of its surrounding bulk material, and the 
supercell is periodically extended in the 2D plane. There might be many ways to construct the 
supercell, and its geometry and size can be arbitrarily chosen. The periodic defects can couple 
energy each other through tunneling, and form defect bands in the gap. If the distance of 
neighboring defects is large enough, coupling will be small and the supercell approximation is 
considered to be accurate enough to describe the defective crystals. As an example, two different 
choices of supercell in a 2D triangular lattice are shown in Figure 10. The choice of the supercell 
will affect the macroscopic symmetry of the crystal, but there is little effect on the defect 
frequency and mode field.
Figure 10. Supercell approximation of defective crystals in a 2D lattice. Left: triangular 
supercell lattice; Right: rectangular supercell lattice.
In calculation, a supercell will fold the band. If  the periodicity of the supercell is n and m 
times of the unit cell in each basis vector direction respectively (note n and m are not necessarily 
integers), then each band will be folded in nxm  bands since the area of the 1st BZ is reduced by 
nxm. Figure 11 shows the folding using a 2x2 supercell for a 2D square lattice with alumina rods 
in air (R=0.20a).










Figure 11. Band folding using supercell method. The line with ‘o’ is calculated using 
lx l  unit cell. Solid lines are calculated using 2x2 supercell. The inset shows the BZ for 
two different cells.
Considering a square lattice with alumina (A120 3) rods in air, a 7x7 supercell is used with the 
center rod being removed. The dielectric constant for alumina is 8.9 in optical region, and the 
radius of the rod is 0.2a, where a  is the lattice constant. The surrounding structure has a band gap 
for TM mode between the first band and the second band. Since the effective index for the 
defective structure drops compared to the ideal structure, the whole band tends to shift upwards, 
one band from the gap bottom will rise into the gap and form the defect band. The defect 
frequency in the band gap at k=(0,0,0) was calculated using different number of plane waves. We 
used the analytical Fourier transform and shift property to calculate these defect frequencies and 
the results are listed in Table 3. The iteration error is calculated as norm  [ x ( n ) - X ( n - l ) ] ,  
where X(n) is the eigen-frequency vector of the first 50 bands for the nth iteration, or when the 
number of plane wave used is (2n+ l)2. Note the band structure using a 7x7 supercell is folded 72 
times and the defect band is band 49 in this case. We need to use more number of plane waves 
than that for the lx l  supercell for the same accuracy because of the folding.
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Table 3. Defect frequency of TM mode in a 2D square lattice using a 7X7 supercell.
N # o f PWs Defect freq. Iteration Error CPU Time(s)*
4 81=9x9 0.421996 3.6769e-02 0.49
5 121=11x11 0.415577 6.8329e-02 1.10
6 169=13x13 0.410824 3.1510e-02 2.18
7 225=15x15 0.407251 2.7674e-02 4.39
8 289=17x17 0.405432 1.6684e-02 7.45
9 361=19x19 0.404108 2.1813e-02 12.98
10 441=21x21 0.399563 2.8045e-02 20.38
11 529=23x23 0.398201 1.7524e-02 32.63
12 625=25x25 0.397168 5.4067e-03 51.49
13 729=27x27 0.396306 2.4535e-03 78.79
14 841=29x29 0.395868 2.7855e-Q3 112.89
15 961=31x31 0.395736 1.3450e-03 165.65
16 1089=33x33 0.395492 1.6496e-03 238.34
17 1225=35x35 0.395005 2.2181e-03 331.06
* Measured on a Sun Sparc 400MHz UNIX machine as a telnet user, which may vary 
with load
The defect frequency also converges with the supercell size as illustrated in Table 4, all these 
values have the accuracy of 0.1%. We only used odd numbers here for convenience since such 
supercells are inversion-symmetric and the Fourier coefficients are pure real, but even number 
can also be dealt with or shift it by a half period to make it inversion symmetric. For systems 
without inversion symmetry, the Fourier transform matrix and eigen vectors will be complex, 
however, the eigenvalue will be purely real [5].
Table 4. Defect frequency vs. supercell size of a 2D square lattice.
Supercell size Defect frequency Supercell size Defect frequency
3x3 0.381242 13x13 0.396406
5x5 0.394169 15x15 0.396438
7x7 0.395736 17x17 0.397023
9x9 0.396130 19x19 0.398405
11x11 0.396191 21x21 0.398512
The convergence curve of the defect frequency using different supercell size is shown in the 
Figure 12. The convergence shows that a finite photonic crystal with a large enough size can 
resemble an infinite photonic crystal; in this case, a 7x7 supercell is large enough. The defect 
frequency for a point defect should be independent of k-vectors for an infinitely large supercell. 
However, for small supercells, coupling between neighboring defects will lead to a finite width of
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the defect frequency, hence the defect band is not a straight line. For large supercells, the 






















Figure 12. Convergence of defect frequency for TM  mode vs the supercell size in a 
square lattice with the center rod being removed.
2.4.3 Mode field in photonic crystal
Eigenvectors resulting from calculation can be used to get the mode field patterns. As an 
example, we show in Figure 13 the field pattern for the defect mode created by increasing the 
radius of the center rod from 0.20a to 0.55a, using a 5x5 supercell. In the calculation, we have 
two kinds of ‘atoms’, the regular rod and the enlarged rod. The Fourier transform of the supercell 
is calculated using shift property. This structure supports three defect modes in the band gap, 
which is band 28, 29 and 30. These defect modes are drawn from the gap top since the effective 
index increases and the whole band tends to shift downwards. The field patterns are quadrupoles 
for band 28 and 29, and second order monopole for band 30. These results are comparable to 
those obtained by Yilleneuve et al. [73]. The field obtained contains both real and imaginary
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parts, and each of them is the solution but with a random phase with it. We need to fix this phase 
to get the eigenmode field so that the modes in a PBG can satisfy the orthogonality condition [5].
Figure 13. Mode field of defect modes in a 2D square lattice using a 5x5 supercell. (a), 
the dielectric function, (b). mode field for band 28, a quadrupole mode. (c). Mode field 
for band 29, a quadrupole mode. (d). Mode field for band 30, a second order monopole 
mode.
2.5 D is c u s s io n
Plane wave method has been used successfully in PBG research. It is very convenient to 
explore the band structure and mode pattern. However, as first pointed out, it deals only with 
transparent, non-dispersive, lossless medium in a time-independent system. PWM has several 
weaknesses.
First, it cannot deal with material dispersion, since the frequency is unknown at the beginning. 
If the dielectric constant is a function of frequency, the problem (2.2) is no longer an eigen-value 
problem and no convenient tool is able to solve it on computer. Hence, it cannot deal with 
dispersive materials though there are several approaches trying to resolve this. For example, the 
metal in optical wavelength is strongly dispersive, and its dielectric constant is negative,
(a)
(c) (d)
{  \  DS\Q)) = 1------j- where cop is the plasma frequency of its conduction electrons. In this case, a
co
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standard eigen-value problem can be formed using E and H for a 2D circular cylinders as in [74, 
75],
Second, the computation grows fast when problem size increases. It is a formidable task to 
deal with complex 3D structures or a supercell with a size over 30x30 and number of plane waves 
over 2000, without a fast computer and large memory. In this case, a high efficiency eigen-solver 
is cmcial to reduce computation. In [70], a block iterative eigen-solver is used to calculate one or 
several specific eigen values and the complexity of this eigen solver can be 0(NlogN~).
Third, it cannot predict the dynamics of PBG devices, such as coupling, oscillation and etc. 
Also, it cannot predict accurately the transmission and reflection of a finite PBG device. Transfer 
matrix method and FDTD are better for this purpose.
Special attention should be paid to the accuracy of the calculated eigen frequency. Otherwise, 
an incorrect conclusion may be deduced based on the calculation. When one omits the iteration 
process to save time, he needs to make sure that the calculation is controlled with acceptable 
errors. Fortunately, if the symmetry of the system is maintained in the calculation, degeneracy, 
mode fields will be little affected; relative position of defect modes in the gap will also be little 
affected.
In this chapter, we implemented the PWM using MATLAB in our unique way. The accuracy, 
convergence and efficiency are analyzed in detail. They are used to explore the property of 
different PBG structures in different dimensions, geometry, ‘atom ’ shape in the next chapter.




In this chapter, we use the plane wave method developed in Chapter II to study the optical 
properties of various photonic band gap structures, mainly focused on the in-plane propagation of 
2D PBG’s. Since 2D PBG’s are much easier to fabricate than 3D ones, they are more popular in 
micro-fabrication and optical integration. In the next chapter, we will consider a very important 
quasi-3D PBG case, the photonic crystal fiber. Photonic crystal based planar device designs and 
simulations are of importance. These devices can provide many novel and useful properties, such 
as lossless confinement of light mode, high-Q microcavity, linear waveguiding in low index 
material, low-loss bending, high efficiency resonant tunneling process to transfer energy between 
defects, and etc. In this chapter, the parameter interplay on the band gap formation is discussed 
first, then light modes in ideal bulk photonic crystals are investigated. Finally, interaction 
between defects are discussed in detail, which is crucial to planar device designs.
3.1 B and  G a p s: T h e  P a r a m e t e r  In t e r pl a y
3.1.1 Parameters affecting band gap
The formation of a band gap is a result of coherent multiple scattering. Two scattering 
mechanisms exist [54]: the microscopic scattering, governed by Mie scattering, macroscopic 
scattering, governed by Bragg scattering. The synergetic interplay between these two mechanisms 
produces a band gap where no modes can exist.
In a PBG structure, the parameters below may affect the two scattering mechaisms:
■ Lattice geometry: the existence of a band gap depends on the lattice to a great degree;
■ The material of the ‘atom’ and the background: the refractive index contrast should be
high enough, to affect the scattering strength;
■ The shape of the ‘atom’: affects the microscopic scattering pattern;
■ The size of the ‘atom ’: affects the M ie scattering pattern and strength;
Also, the finite size of real PBG structure affects the band gap and these effects will be 
discussed in other chapters using FDTD scheme.
3.1.2 Basic lattice structure
There are essentially only two kinds of 2D lattice structures: the orthogonal lattice and the 
oblique lattice for 2D structures. In orthogonal lattice, the two basis vectors are orthogonal, 
shown in Figure 14, which is called ‘2D square lattice’[76]; in oblique lattice, the two basis 
vectors are not orthogonal, and generally the angle between these two vectors is 60°. In these
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oblique systems, there are three basic lattices: the triangular lattice (also called as hexagonal 
lattice)[68, 77, 78], shown in Figure 15, has one ‘atom’ in the unit cell; the honeycomb lattice, 
(also called as 2D graphite structure) [79], shown in Figure 16, has two ‘atoms’ in the unit cell; 
the Kagome lattice[39], shown in Figure 17, has three ‘atoms’ in the unit cell. As shown in these 
graphs, the reciprocal lattice for these oblique lattices are the same as the triangular lattice, and so 
are the 1st Brillouin zone and the irreducible Brillouin zone.
The mathematical expressions for the basis lattice vectors and ‘atom’ positions are listed in 
Table 5. There may exist other ways of selection of the basis lattice vectors and ‘atom ’ positions, 
this kind of selection ensures inversion symmetry of the unit cell, so the plane wave method can 
work most efficiently.
Lattice geometry, especially the symmetry of the lattice, is a very important factor to 
determine the band gap. Detailed study needs group theory [80], These simple structures can also 
be combined to form some more complicated structure called as quasi-crystalline lattice [37, 81- 
83]. The choice of lattice geometry is determined by other factors: the band gap requirement 
(polarization, band gap width), available material, the difficulty of fabrication, etc. As a general 
rule, if the EBZ is close to a circle, then the structure is easier to produce a complete band gap.
Figure 14. 2D square lattice, unit cell and Brillouin zone. Left: Unit cell and basis 
lattice vectors; Right: the 1st Brillouin zone and the irreducible Brillouin zone.
Figure 15. 2D triangular lattice, , unit cell and Brillouin zone. Left: Unit cell and basis 
lattice vectors; Right: the 1st Brillouin zone and the irreducible Brillouin zone.
■71 M
X
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Figure 16. 2D honeycomb lattice. Unit cell and basis lattice vectors are shown. The 
Brillouin zone is the same as the triangular lattice.
Figure 17. 2D Kagome lattice. The unit cell and the basis lattice vectors are shown. The 
Brillouin zone is the same as the triangular lattice.
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Table 5. Geometry of various 2D lattice, lattice constant a is defined as the distance 
between the two closest ‘atoms’.
Lattice Base lattice vector Base reciprocal lattice vector Atom positions
Square
lattice
f ax =< 1,0,0 > a 
[ a 2 =<  0,1,0 > a
f bx =<  1,0,0 > 271 f  a 





ax =< 1,0,0 > a
1 &  na ,  =< —,-----,0 > a
2 2
<
f -  V3b, =< 1,------- ,0 > 2 ^ / a
3






ax =< 1,0,0 > sf3a
1 s
a , =< — , -----,0 > *j3a
2 2
«
bx —< 1,— — ,0 >  2 ^ /V 3 a  
b2 =< Q ,^ ~ ,Q > 2 7 t ! S a
•
f l ^ n< —, —  ,0 >  a 
2 2




5j =< 1,0,0 >  2a
1-------- n o a = < — -----, 0 > 2 a
2 2
f -  V3=< 1,------- ,0 > 27112a
3
— 9 M
b2 =< 0 , - ^ —,0 >  27tj2a
f s< 0 ,-----,0 >  a
3
1 V3 _
< —,------- ,0 >  a
2 6
1 S  A< — ,------- ,0 >  a
2 6
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3.1.3 ‘Atom’ filling fraction
‘Atom’ filling fraction is to measure how dense the ‘atom’ is arranged in the lattice and it is 
defined as the ratio of the volume of all the ‘atoms’ to the whole space volume. The filling 
fractions of the ‘atoms’ in different lattices are (assuming the ‘atoms’ are circular cylinders):
, 7TR2
Square lattice: /  ~  — — , maximum is 78.54%.
a~
2 nR2
Triangular lattice: /  =  - j =— , maximum is 90.69%.
V 3a 
AltR2
Honeycomb lattice: f  = — ==— , maximum is 60.46%.
3 - S a 2
V InR2
Kagome lattice: /  = ------ -— , maximum is 68.02%.
2 a
The triangular lattice has the highest possible ‘atom’ filling fraction, and the honeycomb 
lattice has the lowest maximum ‘atom’ filling ratio. In micro-fabrication, since mostly air holes 
act as the ‘atoms’, fabrication of high air filling ratio air holes is much harder than low air filling 
geometry such as the honeycomb is preferred [5].
The effect of the filling ratio on band gap is not linear. The optimal value can only be 
determined by numerical analysis; at the same time, it is dependent on the geometry, ‘atom ’ 
shape and material. In Figure 18 andFigure 19, the maps of gaps for a 2D square lattices are 
shown, assuming the ‘atom’ shape is circular cylinder, two materials are air (e=1.0) and 
Alumina(e=8.9). A  total of 169 plane waves are used for calculation.
As seen, there is no TE band gap for 2D rods in air. The gap map for the inverted structure, air 
holes in GaAs materials, has band gaps for both TM and TE mode. Also, a complete band gap 
opens up when the air hole is very large.
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Figure 18. Gap map of a 2D square lattice with alumina (A130 2) rods in air.
Figure 19. Gap map o f inverted 2D square lattice with air holes in alumina (AI3O2) 
material.
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3.1.4 ‘Atom’ shape
The ‘atom’ shape affects the microscopic scattering, Mie scattering, and so will affect the 
band gap formation. For 2D PBGs, the commonly used ‘atom ’ shapes are: circular cylinder, 
square bar, elliptical cylinder, rotated bar, capillary tubes, cross, etc. For 3D PBGs, they are 
spheres, cubes, inverted spheres, and etc.
■ j  O 0 o
Figure 20. Basic ‘atom’ shape: cube, sphere, elliptical sphere, rotated bar, circular 
cylinder, stack, capillary tube, cross.
So far, the most commonly used ‘atom’ shapes are: circular cylinders for 2D PBGs, 3D 
spheres and inverted spheres, rectangular bar as an element to form other complex ‘atom’ in 3D 
woodpile structure, and etc. Due to the limitation of fabrication technique, other shapes are 
seldom used. Evaluating the effect of ‘atom ’ shape on the PBG is hard; even the scattering of a 
simplest sphere object is very hard. Numerical analysis can show the difference brought by the 
different shaped ‘atoms’.
3.1.5 Dielectric constant ratio
Generally, there are only two media in a PBG structure, the ‘atom’ and the background 
material, and very often one material is air, so actually only one material is used. Assuming the 
dielectric constant of the ‘atom’ is £a , and the background material is £b, the dielectric constant 
ratio of these two media can be defined as:
p  -  max(£'a , £b) / m in C ^ , £b)
Once this ratio is determined, and if the dielectric constants for the ‘atom ’ and the background 
material are scaled by a factor s2 (i.e., £ -  s 2£ ), then the band gap position will change as 
a '  = a)/s and the structure of the band will remain unchanged.
There is a lower limit for the dielectric contrast ratio of each kind o f lattice to reveal a band 
gap. This will limit the selection of materials and it depends also on the ‘atom’ shape and size. 
Increasing the dielectric constant ratio will facilitate the formation of the band gap. However,
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increasing the ratio infinitely will not produce an infinitely larger band gap. This can be shown 
using an example of a 2D triangular lattice, with air holes in high index material, assuming the 
radius of air hole is 0.48a. This structure has a band gap between the 2nd and 3rd band for TM  
modes. Figure 21 shows the band gap evolution as the dielectric constant ratio changes. This ratio 












Figure 21. Band gap vs dielectric constant contrast for a 2D triangular lattice.
The requirement of high dielectric constant ratio (>3~4 when using these basic lattices) is 
sometimes disadvantageous, such as the efficiency reduction in coupling between the optical fiber 
and the PBG devices; a large fraction of power will be reflected back. Quasi-PBG material can 
reduce this requirement, making it possible to have a complete band gap even using glass or 
polymer [83].
3.2 Pr o pe r t y  O f  Id ea l  PBG W it h  a  2D S q u a r e  L a ttic e
Below, we will discuss the optical properties of these lattices, taking the square lattice as an 
example to discuss in detail. Thus, we know the general properties of ideal PBG materials. The 
parameters are: Alumina rods in air, ea=8.9, eb=1.0, R=0.2a. The lattice and IBZ are shown in
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Figure 14. Using the plane wave method, its dispersion property can be obtained. A total of 169 
plane waves is used in calculation.
3.2.1 Band structure
The band structure is shown in Figure 22. Note that the frequency is normalized as £9a/2^C, 
or a fX . The Uvectors are sampled uniformly along the edge of the irreducible Brillouin zone. A 
band is formed by all the states between the band top and band bottom. There is a complete band 








Figure 22. Band structure of 2D square lattice, with alumina rods in air, R=0.2a. A 
complete band gap for TM  mode is between band 1 and band 2.
The band gap is generally measured using the ratio of the gap width to the mid-frequency of 
the gap, which in this case is 15.7%. If we need the mid-gap to work at 1.55pm, then the 
periodicity can be determined easily by using a//L = (0.3224+0.4426)/2 and yielding a lattice 
constant of 0.5929pm. There is no complete TE band gap in a 2D square lattice, however, there 
are band gaps for some specific directions; for example, there is a local band gap in the 1st and 2nd
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band along the T-X direction. The local band gap along this direction is: 0.2747-0.4426 for TM 
modes, and 0.4079-0.4609 for TE modes.
3.2.2 Density of states (DOS)
The band structure provides only the information of the gap and it does not provide the 
information on how many states can be on the frequency. A photon state is described by its
energy hco and momentum hk . The density of states is defined as the number of states (k- 
vectors) corresponding to a frequency. This requires that the whole 1st Brillouin zone sampled 
uniformly and densely. Note that those high symmetry points should be considered carefully. In 
Figure 23, we calculate the eigen-frequency of the TM  mode for each k-vectors in the 1st BZ, by 
uniformly sampling the 1st BZ into 10201 (101x101) k-vectors, and then we calculate the number 
of states for each frequency and obtain the DOS.
 i_________ L_________ i__________i___________LL_______ i__________i__________i__________ i i
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
Figure 23. TM  modes in a 2D square lattice with 10201 k-vectors uniformly sampled in 
the 1st BZ. The same lattice structure as in Figure 22 is used.
The density of states is shown in Figure 24. It is normalized using the maximum state number 
in the region considered. The density of states gives no information of transmission for an angle 
of incidence. However, if we have the projected DOS in that incidence direction, the DOS can be
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considered to resemble the transmittance. As shown in the band gap, the states are zero. Also, at 
the edge of the band gap, the DOS changes dramatically, which may find application in nonlinear 
and quantum effects of PBG devices[46, 84], Compared to electromagnetic states density in 















Figure 24. Density of states of TM  modes in a square lattice with alumina rods in air, 
R=0.2a.
3.2.3 Transmission spectrum
Transmission of PBG devices can be obtained using transfer matrix methods. The method 
works for finite sized PBG structure. In Figure 25, the calculated transmission and reflection 
spectra of a 5 periods of square rods by an incidence along T-X direction are presented for both 
TE and TM modes. Along this direction, the local band gap is larger than the complete gap, 
which is identical to the data from the band structure in Figure 22.
However, the spectrum will not be the same as the DOS. It strongly depends on the incident 
conditions: if the incident wave cannot effectively couple energy to those eigen-modes in the 
PBG, no transmission will be observed. Also, the transmission spectrum depends on the coupling
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strength of the incident wave to the eigen-modes in the PBG structures. Mode pattern and 
symmetry are very important to understand the coupling.
TM
0.8













0.4 0.45 0.50.350.05 0.15
Figure 25. Reflection and transmission of a 5x5 PBG along the direction of F-X using 
Transfer Matrix Method[57].
3.2.4 Mode pattern and symmetry
To show the property o f mode pattern more clearly, we calculate the modes for two PBG 
structures with square lattices R=Q.20a and R=0.38a, the latter has two band gaps for TM modes, 
the first between band 1 and 2, the second between band 3 and 4. The D fields of the first 4 bands 
for the TM mode with k at X  point and M  point are shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Displacement field (D) for TM mode in a 2D square lattice with alumina 
rods in air. [1-4]: the first 4 bands at X point with R=0.20a, [5-8]: the first 4 bands at M 
point with R=0.20a; [9-12]: the first 4 bands at X point with R=0.38a; [13-16]: the first 
4 bands at M  point with R=0.38a. The arrows indicate the k-vector of the plane wave.
For R=0.2a at X point (Plane wave propagates along x direction, k = x ), the first mode is a 
monopole, the 2nd to 4 th mode are all dipoles; at M point (Plane wave propagates along 45 degrees 
direction, k ^ f x + f y ) ,  the first mode is a monopole, the 2nd and 3rd mode are dipoles, the 4th 
mode is a quadrupole.
For R=0.38a at X point (Plane wave propagates along x direction), the first mode is a 
monopole, the 2nd and 3rd modes are dipoles, the 4 th mode is a quadrupole; at M point (Plane wave 
propagates along 45 degrees direction), the first mode is a monopole, the 2nd and 3rd mode are 
dipoles, the 4th mode is a quadrupole.
From the graph, the mode pattern in PBG structure has the following properties:
1. The mode field is a plane wave along k-direction modulated by a periodic function, just as 
indicated by Bloch theorem.
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2. Modes inside the same band will not always have the same mode field pattern, which 
relates to the k-vector.
3. Mode fields in neighboring bands are orthogonal except those degenerate bands; the lower
bands have more energy concentrated in the high index area, and higher bands have less
energy. For example, the lowest continuous band (i.e. including those neighboring bands 
without band gap among them) is likely a monopole, the second continuous band will be 
likely a dipole, and the 3rd continuous band will be likely a quadrupole.
4. If there is a band gap between the neighboring bands, the mode fields show a large
difference. At the same time, the different mode pattern may also indicate the possibility
of the opening of a band gap there.
5. All modes are symmetric or anti-symmetric regarding to the k-vector of the plane wave. 
Confusion may occur between these eigen-modes and modes excited by an incident plane
wave. The eigen-modes are true states allowed by Maxwell’s equations and Bloch’s theorem in 
an infinite periodic structure. They are modulated ‘plane waves’, but they cannot always be 
excited by a plane wave incidence due to the mode coupling. The excitation plane wave should 
have a component of the eigen-mode to be able to excite it. This is important for transfer matrix 
method and FDTD method to ensure all eigen-modes are excited. If the incident plane wave is a 
TM  wave with Ez parallel to the rods, those anti-symmetric modes along the k-vector will not be 
excited since the coupling of the incident field and eigen-mode field is zero. In this case, dipole or 
other multi-pole sources should be used to excite these modes, which will be discussed further in 
Chapter V.
3.2.5 Other lattices
There is no fundamental difference between the square lattice and other oblique lattices, 
Programs for these lattices are available, and they are not discussed here in detail. These three 
lattices can all provide complete band gap for both polarizations. To facilitate a complete band 
gap, the 1st BZ (or the unit cell in the reciprocal space) of the lattice should be close to a circle. In 
some complex 2D systems, such as some quasi-periodic systems, their BZs can be very circular 
and they are able to produce a large band gap for both polarizations.
3.2.6 PBG structures in reality
So far, we have dealt with only the infinite ideal PBG structures. In reality, the structure is 
always of finite size. When the size is large enough, these finite structures behave very close to 
what is predicted by theory.
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In optical integrated circuits, 2D PEG films are used. These films are very thin, only several 
wavelength long in z-direction. There will be no complete band gap for these PEG films. Index 
guiding in z-direction is used to confine the light. Band gap for those guided modes may exist to 
confine light in transverse direction. These devices should be treated as a 3D PEG structure and 
are not discussed here.
3.3 D e f e c t iv e  P B G
When disorder is introduced into an ideal PBG, localized states are formed in the band gap, 
since these states cannot propagate through the surrounding PBG material. Many useful devices 
can be designed using defects in PBG materials. These defects can be introduced by changing the 
size of ‘atoms’, removal or addition of ‘atoms’, changing the refractive index of ‘atoms’, and etc. 
Among them, point defects and line defects are the two fundamental forms.
3.3.1 Poin t defects: High Q Microcavities
A defect can be created by changing the size of a single ‘atom’ in the lattice. The whole effect 
will be a change of the average index of the medium. As a general rule, if  the defect causes the 
average index to increase, the eigen-frequency will drop and one or more bands from the upper 
band edge may drop into the band gap, creating so-called ‘donor’ defect bands. If the defect 
causes the average index to decrease, the eigen-frequency will shift to higher direction, and one 
or more bands from the band bottom may emerge into the band gap, creating the so-called 
‘acceptor’ defect bands. The concept of ‘donor’ and ‘acceptor’ are from semiconductor.
As an example, we change the radius of a single Alumina rod in a 2D square lattice, and the 
defect will form a micro-cavity, which can form localized state inside the cavity. The defective 
crystal is modeled using a 9x9 supercell with the defect in the center, and 841 plane waves are 
used for calculation. The radius of the rod is 0.20a, and the band gap for TM modes is in the 
range of 0.32 to 0.44 as calculated in previous section.
The band gap for a defective crystal with the center rod removed is calculated and shown in 
Figure 27. The band structure is folded 92 times and a defect state forms in the band gap. The 
defect bands are independent of the wave vector k and are generally discrete bands. Finite widths 
of bands are partly introduced by the coupling between neighboring defects, as a result of the 
supercell approximation of the defective photonic band gap structures. The lineshape of the defect 
mode is Lorentzian, which is similar to the one-dimensional Fabry-Perot cavity.











Figure 27. Band structure of a 2D defective square lattice with Alumina rods in air. A 
defect is formed by removing the center rod. R=0.20a, 9x9 supercell; 841 plane waves 
are used.
The defect frequency can he tuned by changing the size of the rod or its dielectric constants. 
The tuning by changing radius is shown in Figure 28 and the tuning by changing dielectric 
constants is shown in Figure 29. A 9x9 supercell is used in the calculation and the number of 
plane waves is 841.
The graph shows clearly the evolution of the ‘donor’ and ‘acceptor’ bands. When the radius of 
the defect is decreasing from the regular one, band 81 will rise into the band gap and an acceptor 
level forms. When the radius of the defect is increasing from the regular size, band 82 and even 
higher bands will drop to the band gap and form several donor defects. There are several two-fold 
degenerate states, which are curve 2 for band 82 and 83, curve 6 for band 87 and 88, curve 7 for 
band 89 and 90.
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Figure 28. Defect frequency tuning (TM mode) by changing the size of a single ‘atom’ 
in a 2D square lattice with alumina rods in air. ea=8.9, eb=1.0, R=0.20a. A 9x9 supercell 
and 841 plane waves are used in the calculation.
Tuning by refractive index is less effective, as shown in Figure 29, when the dielectric 
constants of a single rod is increaseed almost one time higher than the regular rods, no defect 
mode is sufficient to localize and exist in the cavity. Compared to the cavity created by changing 
radius of a single rod, this cavity works as a single mode in a broad tuning range, which is 
beneficial for single mode operation. The difficulty might be the incorporation of the high 
refractive index materials.


















Figure 29. Defect mode frequency tuning by changing the dielectric constants of a 
single rod in a 2D square lattice of alumina rods. R=0.20a.
Since no light in the gap can pass through the surrounding bulk materials, defect mode w ill  be 
evanescent in the bulk material, thus a two-dimensional resonant micro-cavity is formed. The size 
of the cavity is very small, comparable to the light wavelength. This can be numerically measured 
by the degree of field confinement in the cavity or the field decay constant.
The quality factor, or the Q value o f the cavity could be very high. The Q value is defined as 
the number of oscillations of light in the cavity before its energy decays by a factor of e~27r (or
approximately 0.2%). It can also be measured by where Aco is the FW HP (Full width at half
Aa>
power). The Q value increases while the size of the surrounding bulk material increases, and 
could be up to 10,000’s. Plane wave method cannot yield Q information and time domain 
simulation is often used by exciting the defect mode in the cavity and then monitoring the field 
oscillations.
Since the bulk material is a lossless material, the power loss in the microcavity is not through 
absorption but through a so-called tunneling process. Tunneling process is a quantum effect,
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where there is a possibility of photons that transmit through potential barrier. When the potential 
barrier is changed, the possibility of tunneling process will also change. In classical 
electromagnetic theory, the coupling strength is directly determined by the field overlap.
The defect mode patterns in the 2D square lattice will be investigated in detail below. Special 
attention should be paid to the symmetries and degenerate modes in band gap. The degenerate 
states are due to the symmetry of the structure. They have different mode patterns with the same 
frequency.
Bands inside the gap bottom may raise themselves into the gap and form the defect band(s): 
band 81. The defect mode field is a monopole with most energy concentrated in the defect 
including the first ring of nearest four rods, as shown in Figure 30(a), and the field is evanescent 
in the bulk region (but still modulated by the periodic function as indicated by Bloch’s theorem). 
The degree of light confinement in the micro-cavity (the imaginary part of the wave vector k) is 
directly related to the position of defect band in the gap. When R is getting a bit larger, the defect 
frequency is closer to the gap bottom (a shallow acceptor) and the, field is less confined. 
Comparing the eigen modes in the bulk material (the monopole mode at M  in Figure 26) with the 
defect modes, one can see that they are similar in mode patterns except that the defect modes are 
multiplied by an exponential-decay function. Other defect modes show similar features as 
discussed above.
The dipole modes, defect band 82 and 83, are degenerate because of the two-fold symmetry of 
the crystal structure. The mode pattern is a dipole (shown in Figure 31) and the linear 
combinations of the two modes are also shown in the figure. According to the property of eigen 
modes discussed in Chapter II, the combinations are also eigen modes. In fact, the combined 
modes are more convenient to use since they show the same symmetries as the bulk crystal. The 
two modes are dipoles with symmetric and anti-symmetric property, the first one is even to the 
mirror plane parallel to x and odd to the mirror plane parallel to y (assuming the origin is the 
center); the second mode is odd to x and even to y.
When R=0.55a, three non-degenerate modes can be excited, and these modes are shown in 
Figure 30(b-d). The mode patterns are quadrupole and second order monopoles (a ring in the 
monopole). The quadrupole for band 84 is odd to both x and y, and a nodal plane passes through 
x and y. Band 85 is even to both x and y, and the maximums are in the axis.
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(a).R=0.00a,band 81 (b).R=0.55a,band 84
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Figure 30. Monopoles and quadrupoles in the micro-cavity, (a). Monopole pattern, 
R=0.0a, band 81. (b). R=0.55a, band 84. (c). R=0.55a, band 85. (d). R=0.55a, band 86.
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Figure 31. Doubly-degenerate dipole mode pattern formed by a donor defect with 
R=0.30a. (a). Mode field of band 82. (b). Mode field o f band 83. (c). The addition of 
two degenerate modes, (d). The subtraction of two degenerate modes.
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(a).R=0.80a,band 87
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Figure 32. 1st doubly-degenerate hexapole modes formed by a donor defect with 
R=0.80a. (a). Mode field of band 87. (b). Mode field o f band 88. (c). The addition of 
two degenerate modes, (d). The subtraction of two degenerate modes.
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Figure 33. 2nd doubly-degenerate hexapole modes formed by a donor defect with 
R=0.80a. (a). Mode field of band 89. (b). Mode field of band 90. (c). The addition of 
two degenerate modes, (d). The subtraction of two degenerate modes.
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For larger R  (060a~0.80a), two degenerate hexapole modes (band 87, 88, and band 89, 90) 
will be excited (shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33). Similar to the degenerate modes previously 
discussed, the degeneracy is produced by the crystal symmetry and one mode can be obtained by 
rotating the other mode 90 degrees. For band 87 and 88, the combined modes are odd to one axis 
and even to the other axis, and maximums and minimums are aligned in two rows (columns) with 
a nodal plane between them; for band 89 and 90 there is only one row (column).
The calculated localized modes are also solution of the M axwell’s equation and Bloch’s
theorem, and they can also be expressed as e~lK’ru(r) according to Eq. (2.5), where K  is the 
‘plane wave’ vector and u(r) is the periodic function representing the modulation across the 
periodic supercells and the field distributions. Inside the supercell, u(r) is evanescent in any 
direction and modulated by the microstructure of the supercell. So, u(r) inside the supercell has
the form of e~K^ ~’:yye~‘ik^ +kyy  ^ where kx and ky are the wave vectors along x and y direction 
indicating an oscillating feature in the field pattern induced by the inner microstructure, kx and ky 
represent the field decay constants in space. If the inner structure is symmetric, the decay 
constants and wave vectors are equal along x and y direction, and that is the case for square 
lattice. The size of the microcavity can be quantified using the field decay constant in space.
Excitation of defect modes is through resonant tunneling. The excitation source should have 
some components of the defect modes; otherwise, the defect modes will not be excited. As 
previously discussed, the plane wave incidence will not be able to produce those defect modes 
with anti-symmetric property in regard to the k-vectors, but they could be excited using dipole or 
multi-pole sources.
Point defect based microcavity is very small sized, has an extreme narrow spectral width and 
high Q values. It can act as a high-Q filter or a center of energy transfer. The coupling is strongly 
dependent on the field pattern, more important the far-field (the far field pattern can show along 
which direction the field diffraction is strongest), mode symmetry and its decay constants or Q- 
values. Those dipole or multi-poles have larger angular momentum and generally are more stable 
and possess higher Q values. This can be seen from the mode pattern, the field is mostly confined 
in the defect rod and neighboring rods are not part of the microcavity. The principle of the 
interaction is very important to designing such kind of devices, and the dynamic process will be 
simulated using FDTD in Chapter V.
3.3.2 Line defect
Line defects can act as linear waveguides in optical integrated circuits. It can be created by 
removal or addition of a column/row of ‘atoms’ from the ideal PBG structure. Figure 34 shows a
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waveguide formed in a 2D square lattice with alumina rods in air, R/a=0.20. One column of rods 
along y-direction is removed. The guide mode is confined in the air region by photonic band gap 
effects, so these waveguides can have minimum material loss and nonlinear effect. Also, they are 
different from the conventional waveguide based on total internal reflection that only supports a 
small portion of incident light; the PBG waveguide is an omni-directional guide that guides light 
incidence in every direction.
The calculated band structure is shown in Figure 34 using a supercell 7x1 as indicated in the 
inset. The choice of the supercell is important to reflect its periodicity along the waveguide 
direction. As seen, the waveguide has a period of lattice constant a along y-axis, experiencing a 
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Figure 34. Guiding mode in waveguide formed by removal of a column of rods in a 2D 
square lattice. The inset shows the crystal structure and the supercell used.
A single guided mode is supported in the waveguide. Its frequency covers the whole band gap 
(0.32-0.45). The dispersion curve shows some nonlinear effects in the lower frequency range. In 
the lower and higher end, guided mode is lossy since it can couple energy into other non-guiding 
modes.
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The guided mode pattern at the upper end of the dispersion curve is shown in Figure 35. The 
guiding mode is confined by the neighboring dielectric rods and part of the energy propagates in 
the neighboring rods. They are even symmetric to the mid-line along the waveguide since the 
crystal is symmetric to the plane along the center of the waveguide. Modes with odd symmetry 
and other patterns can be shown using a row of increased rods. In the lower and upper end of the 
dispersion curve, the mode has a large part in the cladding region, making it a lossy mode.
Figure 35. Mode field pattern of guided modes in an air waveguide. Modes are even 
symmetric along the waveguide center line, energy of the guided modes are 
concentrated in the waveguide and the neighboring two column rods. Ky=0.407t/a, 
indicating a spatial period 2.5a.
3.3.3 Interaction betw een defects
Point defects and linear defects are the two fundamental forms of defects and act as key 
components in planar devices. However, the applications will be seriously limited if they can only 
be used in an isolated way. The interactions between these defects are important to new device 
design. A linear waveguide supports modes within a continuous, width-limited band, and a point 
defect supports one or more separate light states. The tunneling process can transfer energy 
between point defects, and between point defects and linear defect. Though modes are well
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confined in point defects and line defects, interaction between defects affects the frequency and 
mode pattern of the defect mode.
(1) Two-defect microcavity
As an example, we consider a system with two point defects separated by several lattice 
constants and the defects are created by removing one rod. The structure or the supercell is 
shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Microcavity with two point defects. Two defects are separated by la, 2a and 
3a. Each structure is represented by a 9x8, 9x9 and 9x8 supercell, respectively.
The new system forms a bigger micro-cavity which supports two modes, and these two modes 
can be considered to be composed by the linear combination of the monopoles in one single point 
defect in phase or out of phase: (positive, negative), (positive, positive). They are shown in Figure 
37. When the distance of the two defects is 2.0a (even), the first mode obtains destructive 
interference at the connection rod and the second mode obtains constructive interference at the 
connection. In this case, the in-phase mode (even mode) has two nodes, having a higher eigen- 
frequency; the out-of-phase mode (odd mode) has only one node, having lower eigen-frequency. 
The degeneracy is not maintained since the symmetry is destroyed in the structure. For the 
distance to be odd number the even mode has lower frequency and odd mode has a higher 
frequency.
In general, the defect mode pattern are very stable, they keep the mode pattern well even when 
the distance of defects is only one or two lattice constants. The defect frequency change will get 
smaller if the distance of defects is longer.
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Figure 37. Interaction between two point defects. Two modes are supported and the 
eigen frequency for the modes split up. (a). distance=2.0a. Left: modes are out-of-phase, 
with lower frequency, odd symmetry; Right: modes are in-phase, with higher frequency, 
even symmetry, (b). The mode fields along y in the center for a distance of 1.0a, 2.0a 
and 3.0a. ‘x ’ indicates the rod position.
The direct coupling between defects decreases exponentially with the distance. The frequency 
split is illustrated in Table 6. Also shown is the frequency shift in opposite direction and in an 
equal way.
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Table 6. Frequency split due to interaction between two point defects.
Distance between 2 Odd mode Offset Even mode Offset
point defects (band 81) (band 82)
la 0.438655 (+10.03%) 0.360643 (-9.54%)
2a 0.388139 (-2.64%) 0.408752 (+2.53%)
3a 0.405603 (+1.74%) 0.397560 (-0.28%)
4a 0.397926 (-0.19%) 0.399453 (+0.19%)
9a 0.398680 (0.00%) 0.398680 (0.00%)
In most applications, the break of the degeneracy is not good and measures should be taken to 
retain near degeneracy. As seen from the graph, the linear combinations show different 
symmetry. The out-of-phase one is odd to x and even to y, with a nodal plane along x. The in- 
phase one is even to both x and y, with a maximum on the plane of x. Apparently, changing on y 
plane will affect the frequencies of two modes in the same way. One way to raise the eigen 
frequency of the odd mode is to reduce the refractive index of 4 rods on the two planes (parallel 
to x) with maximums (minimums) on them. The effect of raising frequency for the even mode 
will be less since more energy is on the plane of x. The exact value of index reduction has to be 
found by numerical experiments.
For systems with multiple identical point defects, similar results can be obtained.
(2) CCWs: Resonant tunneling between periodic point defects
Periodic point defects can enable propagation modes through resonant tunneling energy 
transfer. The waveguide in Figure 34 can be considered a waveguide by periodic point defects 
with period=a. In Figure 38 and Figure 39, waveguides are formed with periodic point defects 
separated by 1 and 2 rods, which can be called as Coupled Cavity Waveguides (CCWs). These 
two waveguides show group velocity with opposite signs. The waveguide of negative group 
velocity could be of interest for some potential applications.
Compared to the waveguide in Figure 34, the defect mode only supports a narrow frequency 
band in the gap. One can expect the bandwidth to be even narrower provided the periodicity of 
the defects becomes larger. This could be a beneficial feature used for dense WDM applications 
by making the channel with a very narrow spectrum.
The bandwidth tuning is very flexible and efficient by the period of the defects, as shown in 
Figure 40. The bandwidth of the waveguide decreases exponentially while the period increases.
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The guided mode is shown in Figure 41, it supports a monopole guiding mode. The monopole 
waveguide is sensitive to the width of the waveguide. Deviation from the regular waveguide 
width will cause more energy in the cladding. A wider waveguide can support the dipole mode or 
even higher modes. And the fundamental monopole mode is lossy as shown in Figure 41.
Increasing the radius or dielectric constants o f the defect rod can introduce higher mode, these 
modes are more confined and have higher Q values, and a more stable waveguide could be 
achieved. In this case, since the core area has a higher average refractive index than the cladding 
area, the conventional total internal reflection can happen, making it a multimode hybrid 
waveguide. This is shown in Figure 42, where the defective rod radius is 0.60a, and 5 modes are 
supported, including 2 quadrupole, one 2nd monopole and two hexapoles. These modes are quite 
stable to the waveguide width and confine the mode energy in the defective rod.
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Figure 39: The band structure of a linear waveguide formed by periodic point defects, 
period=3a. The inset shows the 7x3 supercell.
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Figure 40. Bandwidth tuning using periodic point defects. The bandwidth decreases 
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Figure 41. Monopole is sensitive to the waveguide width and becomes lossy while it 
deviates from the regular place.
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Figure 42. Waveguide by periodic increased size rods, period=3a, R=0.60a. 5 modes 
are supported, including two quadrupoles, one 2nd monopole and two hexpoles. One 
index guided mode appear in some k range.
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Figure 43. Higher modes supported by a hybrid waveguide are quite stable. Defect rod 
radius is 0.60a, the waveguide is widen by 0.20a.
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(3) Waveguide-microcavity interactions
Coupling between propagating modes and localized modes are o f interest and crucial to many 
photonic crystal based devices, such as the coupler, add/drop filter. Generally, a guided mode 
excites localized modes and localized modes couple the energy to another guiding mode. The 
process is highly selective since the resonant frequency o f a localized mode is very narrow. 
However, to make a complete transfer, careful consideration is needed for the design of these 
micro-cavities. The schematic graph is shown in Figure 44. Assuming guiding modes in one 
waveguide with multiple frequencies, those signals which have no frequency overlap with the 
resonant frequency will not be affected by the presence of the resonator since the coupling 
between them is very weak or cancelled. When their spectrum overlaps, coupling will occur. In 
this case, energy will transfer to the resonator, and then transfer back as reflection and 
transmission, also transfer to forward and backward guiding mode in the other channel.
B u s
D r o p
Figure 44. Schematic of a guiding mode-localized mode coupling. Left: inline point 
defect filters the input and split the output. Right: off-line point defect transfer energy 
from one channel to another channel.
As an example, a 100% backward add/drop device is to be designed using a 2D square lattice 
with alumina rods in air, R=0.20a. A complete band gap for TM mode in the bulk crystal exists 
from 0.32 to 0.45. The two waveguides are formed by removing two rows of rods and a point 
defect is formed by increasing the center rod to a radius of 0.70a, and the distance between the 
center of the cavity and the mid-line of the waveguide is 3a. This microcavity alone supports a 
doubly degenerate mode with hexapole mode pattern. The symmetries of these two modes are 
shown in Figure 45. From the figure, it is possible to achieve complete backward coupling since 
the reflection and transmission to the bus and forward coupling to the drop channel have different 
signs and may cancel.
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Figure 45. Different signs to the coupling of different directions due to the symmetry 
of the localized states. Left: even mode (to y-plane), Right: odd mode (to y-plane).
The standalone degenerate hexapole mode has a frequency of 0.39 when R=0.70a. At the 
same time, the cavity also supports two other modes (quadrupole and 2nd order monopole, see 
Figure 28), so it would be better not to make the incident signal’s spectrum to overlap with theirs.
Since the two waveguides break the periodicity in y-axis, the frequencies of the two modes 
will split. When the distance is far, the coupling effect is small and degeneracy can maintain. If 
the distance is in 2-3 lattice constants, the coupling is not negligible and frequency split cannot be 
ignored; the spectra of the two modes will not overlap any more if the split is larger than the 
cavity bandwidth. The calculated band structure for the standalone cavity and cavity plus the two 
waveguides are shown in Figure 46. The shift is small, but still large compared to the bandwidth 
of the micro-cavity (For Q =10000, Aco/G)o=0.01%). The calculated value is listed in Table 7. Note 
that the calculated frequencies are shifted as a whole about 0.2 since the number of plane waves is 
not large enough (refer to Figure 12).
Since the even mode has maximum in the symmetry plane y and it has more power in the 
higher index region, its frequency tends to shift less than the odd one in the effect of the 
neighboring waveguide, which is verified in the inset in Figure 48. The degeneracy of these two 
hexapole modes can be forced by making their frequency difference to zero. The odd mode 
reaches maximum in the plane x (Figure 45), and the even mode has a nodal plane along it, so 
along this plane, if we increase the dielectric constants of the two sided rods as in Figure 47, both 
frequencies tend to shift downward, but the odd mode will be affected more than the even mode. 
The frequency evolution of these two modes by changing the two sided rods along x plane is 
shown in Figure 48.








Figure 46. The frequency changes of point defect due to neighboring waveguides. The 
solid lines are for point defect only, the circles are for point defect + waveguides.
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Figure 47. 100% add/drop filter: backward coupling through a doubly degenerate point 
defect (R=0.70a) with hexapole modes. The degeneracy is forced by increasing the 
neighboring two rods (gray) to 9.49.
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Figure 48. Finding the dielectric constants of the two sided rods to force degeneracy. 
The difference is calculated as the ratio of frequency difference to the mid-frequency. 
From the curve, when dielectric constants of the two sided rods are 9.4868, degeneracy 
is forced. The inset shows the frequency tuning of the two modes.
Table 7. Frequency shift of point defect mode due to the neighboring waveguides. 
13x13 supercell used and 841 plane waves used in calculation.
Point defect alone Point defect + two waveguides Freq. shift
(Aco/coo)
0.42366337216051 (band 175) 0.42387900865288(band 167) 0.05%
0.42366337216051(band 176) 0.424012307 80984(band 168) 0.08%
3.4 D is c u s s io n
Much effort is placed on the understanding of these two dimensional photonic crystal 
structures. The band gap formation depends on many parameters and their interplay is very 
complex. A  general understanding of the interplay can help the design of structures for different 
applications. The band gap changes the DOS dramatically and could be of interest to quantum
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effect. Eigen modes are investigated and these modes are not always the field distribution in the 
crystal by an incident of plane wave with a specific k-vector, although plane wave incidence does 
excite some of them. Coupling by excitation source is always important for practical purpose and 
the symmetry of the mode and source should be carefully reviewed to ensure nonzero energy 
coupling.
Defective crystals are the way by which people use to control light. Microcavities formed by 
point defects can localize light in their neighboring regions and could be high Q filters with very 
narrow bandwidths. Interactions between defects are complicated due to the two dimensional 
property of the field, so there is no analytical form for these wave couplings and phase matching 
condition are hard to find. Resonant tunneling process plays an important role to reach highly 
efficient energy transfer between different states. When resonant condition is satisfied, transitions 
can occur from one localized state to another, or from localized states to propagation states
Many new planar devices, based on photonic crystals, can be designed with high performance, 
such as waveguide bendings, beam-splitters, couplers, and waveguide crossings.
Rigid theoretical analysis of the coupling between localized state and propagation state is 
present in reference [60] and not repeated here. Numerical calculations can disclose their 
interaction, but cannot answer why. A clear understanding of the coupling mechanism requires 
advanced theory and is to be conducted in future work.
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C H A P T E R  IV
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL FIBER
Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is attracting much attention due to its special guiding properties, 
such as the endless-single mode in a broad wavelength region [43] and possible guidance in air 
due to photonic band gap effects [44], There are two different guiding mechanisms: the air- 
guiding PCF requires a defect level in the bandgap, which is a result of the coherent multi­
scattering from the periodic cladding; however, the index-guiding PCF’s require no band gap 
effect, the guiding is a result of the conventional total internal reflection. In general, the PBG 
guiding fiber needs the existence of a band gap, thus proper periodicity is required; index guiding 
PCF can have periodic or quasi-periodic claddings.
The plane wave method suitable for finding the band structure of a PBG material is not good 
for analysis of index-guiding PCFs, since it solves the eigen-frequencies at a given wave vector k. 
However, in fiber analysis, we need to know the propagation constant (3 at a given wavelength. In 
addition, the material dispersion is hard to be included in the plane wave method as discussed in 
Chapter II.
Several methods have been proposed to model PCF. The effective index model [43] [44, 85] 
approximates the PCF to a step index fiber with a wavelength-dependent cladding using scalar 
wave equations. This method is known to be unable to predict the accurate mode pattern, 
propagation constants and dispersion properties. One other method uses Hermite-Gaussian series 
to approximate the localized fiber mode [86]. This method needs to evaluate several integrations, 
which are only easily implemented when analytical integration forms exist. The biorthonormal- 
basis modal method [87] is full-vectorial, and this can be simplified using the plane-wave-like 
method [88]. The plane-wave-like method is much easier to implement based on the plane wave 
method. In this chapter, we use the similar full-vector approach for the analysis of PCFs with 
different structures.
4.1 An a l y s is  M e t h o d
Since the z-direction is index-invariant, the separation of the H  and E  field into transverse and 
longitudinal components is most convenient. The transverse field component obeys the following 
vector wave equation:
(V(2 + k le )E t + V ( {Et • V, In e) = /32Et (4.1)
(v f  + k le )H t + V ( l n £ x ( V ,  x H , )  = J32H, (4.2)
Since the results for H  are shown in Ref. [88], so they are not repeated here.
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As in plane wave method, we apply the periodic boundary conditions to it, assuming the 
dielectric constant is a periodic function of the space and so it can be expanded using Fourier 
series [88]:
£ (r ) = Z  £Ge‘G'r ’ ln  £(r ) = Z  Kce 'G'r (4 -3)
G G
where G  is the grid vectors in the reciprocal space.
The transverse E  field can also be expanded using Fourier series:
E < = Z  x y e 'f x + E (G ’ y )e ‘Grr y )
G
Plug them into the wave equation (4.1) will produce a standard eigen-value problem: 
-  |G |2 {Ea x  + E 0, y)+  k l  £  [Eryxx  +  £ a ,y ) ~
G'
2 > c - J o ,  + (G ,- G ’,)E a. , lG xi  + G yy)
G'
= /? 2(£ 0. i + £ 0,> ')
In matrix form, it can be written as:
E (G ',x )
E { G ',y \
E( G, x )
E ( G ,y \
M , M 2
_m 3 m 4_
and the matrices are (see Appendex II):
M, = ) G 2|/ + i tV (G -G ')-* r(G -G ');G ,-G [ )G [
M 1 = - K ( G - G ' i G , - G ' r )G:, 
m , = - 4 g - g 'X g , - g ; ) g ,  
m 4 = - |g !|/+ * 02£ ( g -g ') - * - ( g - g ') (g 4 - g ; ) g ;
where the subscripts x, y mean the x- and y-component.
For H  we also show the matrices here (see Appendex IH):
Mj = - |g |2 /  + ^02e(G -  g ' ) + k {g  -  G'^Gy -  g ;  )g ;
M 2 = - ^ ( G - G ' X G y - G ; ) G :
m 3 = - / t ( g - g ,) ( g , - g ; ) g ;
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Our calculation shows that in many cases the eigen equation for H can be simplified to reduce 
the heavy computation involved. The coupled terms in (4.7b-c) can be neglected and the 
computation is half reduced, however, there is no strict mathematical proof.
4.2 In d ex -G u id in g  PCFs
4.2.1 PCF w ith  air holes arranged in triangular lattice
Small air holes are periodically arranged in silica glass in a triangular lattice, the center air 
hole is removed and the solid acts as the fiber core. This PCF has been studied in detail by many 
authors. The main results are re-calculated here using our method. The 5X5 supercell is illustrated 
in Figure 49.
Figure 49. PCF with air holes in a triangular lattice. A 5x5 supercell is used to simulate 
the fiber.
(1) The effective index of the periodic cladding
The effective index of the cladding is defined as the maximum mode index of the guided 
mode in the cladding. When the material dispersion is not included, the effective index of the 
cladding can be calculated either using plane wave method or the method above. Since
a)2 = c 2(k2 + k \  + k 2), for kz to be maximum and eigen-frequency minimum, kx=ky=0. This
hints the eigen frequency with £=(0,0,&z) has the largest p. Given a P, we can easily find the 
eigen-frequency using plane wave method. This can also be easily obtained using the above 
method. The result is shown in Figure 50.
As seen in the graph, the effective cladding index approaches the core index in the short 
wavelength region, and approaches the average index in long wavelength region (see Table 8). 
The effective V of this fiber is almost constant in short wavelength region (when A/a>3). When 
the wavelength is comparable to the periodicity, the cladding can be considered as a strongly
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wavelength dependent medium. This kind of periodic structure brings at least two features: 
possible guidance of a single mode in all wavelength regions; the periodic structure can bring 




















Figure 50. Effective index of the periodic cladding and V in a triangular 2D PEG PCF 
with air holes. The dotted line represents the case with material dispersion included.
Table 8. Effective index of cladding at long wavelength region.
navi = n b + f ( n a - n b) and nav 2 yJ£b + f ( e ,, - * * ) •
Air hole radius Triangular PCF Tube PCF
f Tiv i I>av2 neff f navi Hav2 neff
(k=22&) (X=22a)
R=0 0 1.4600 1.4600 1.4600 9.31% 1.4235 1.4172 1.4143
R=0.05a 0.91% 1.4565 1.4558 1.4566 10.22% 1.4199 1.4130 1.4112
R=0.10a 3.63% 1.4459 1.4433 1.4433 12.94% 1.4090 1.4005 1.3956
R=0.15a 8.16% 1.4280 1.4225 1.4175 17.47% 1.3906 1.3796 1.3744
R=0.20a 14.51% 1.4026 1.3933 1.3864 23.82% 1.3646 1.3504 1.3424
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(2) Modes in triangular PCFs
The effective index of the fundamental mode and first several higher order modes are 
illustrated in Figure 51. The parameter for the fiber is a=2.3pm, air hole radius R=0.3fxm. This 
fiber is single mode in all wavelength regions.
The mode pattern of the fundamental mode at 0.6328pm is shown in Figure 52. Mode 1 and 2, 
mode 3 and 4, are degenerate. The mode is well confined by the air holes, and the size of the 
mode field is roughly determined by the first ring of air holes.
When the air hole size increases, higher modes begin to propagate. Figure 53 shows the mode 
index for R=0.6pm  and the lattice constant a=2.3pm. The two higher modes are almost 
degenerated except at the long wavelength region. Thus, this kind of fiber will be single mode for 














2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
a/X
Figure 51. Endless single mode PCF: a=2.3pm, air hole radius R=0.3pm, the dashed 
line represents the effective index of cladding. It is all single-mode throughout this 
wavelength region. This result is published in Ref. [87] and is re-calculated here.
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Figure 52. Fundamental mode at X=0.6328(xm, the lattice constant is a=2.3pm, air hole 
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a i X
Figure 53. Effective mode index of the fundamental mode and higher order modes, 
R=0.6pm, a=2.3pm. Note the second and the third mode are almost degenerate. This 
result is published in Ref. [87] and is re-calculated here.
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(3) Group velocity dispersion property
Group velocity dispersion is an important guiding property. It can be approximated using the 
sum of the material dispersion and waveguide dispersion, though there exists some interplay 
between the material dispersion and waveguide dispersion. In Figure 54, we showed the material 
dispersion and the waveguide dispersion for PCF’s with different air hole radius. The waveguide 
dispersion has one minimum and one maximum. When the air hole or filling ratio is larger, 
waveguide dispersion expands along both the D and X axis. It is possible to get PCF’s with 
special dispersion by tailoring the waveguide dispersion. As is seen it is possible to get a flat 
dispersion in a broad range when d/a=0.3.
d/a=0.20
d/a=0.25
 *  d/a=0.35
d/a=0.4520 -
-20




1 1.5 2 2.5 3
A.: [[inn]
Figure 54: Group velocity dispersion of a triangular photonic crystal fiber. The lattice 
constant is a=2.3pm.
4.2.2 PCF with capillary tube
Though PCF with air holes arranged in a triangular lattice in glass is analyzed by many 
researchers, PCF with capillary tube is much less studied so far. This structure has fixed 
interstitial air holes (-9.3% ), which affects the guiding property largely. The air-guiding property 
of this PCF was analyzed by Cregan et al [89], and its index-guiding property was analyzed by
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Ghosh et al[90]. Ghosh obtained the effective index and mode cutoff of this kind of PCF using 
integrated finite-difference method without considering material dispersion.
A 5x5 supercell and 823 closest grid vectors in the reciprocal space are used throughout the 
calculation, as is shown in Figure 55. To ensure the same accuracy, a same sized supercell 
without the center defect is used when calculating the cladding property.
Figure 55. The PCF with capillary tubes. Left: a 5x5 supercell used in our calculation. 
The center air hole is removed. Right: the first 367 grid points used in the calculations.
For a single unit cell, the analytical Fourier transform is expressed in Bessel function:
using shift property [65] and the supercell in Figure 55 is produced by inverse FFT.
(1) Material dispersion
Materia] dispersion should be taken into account when a real fiber is considered. Sellmier’s 
formula can accurately describe the refractive index of fused silica glass from about 200nm-3pm, 
and we are only interested in this region. Three items are used in the Sellmier’s formula [11]:
and
with f b = nR] I  Ac , f a = nR 2J  Ac , where Ra is the inner radius of the air hole, Rb=0.5a, a is the 
lattice constant, A c is the area of the unit cell. The supercell’s Fourier transform can be formed
(4.10)
with A,=[0.691116 0.399166,0.890423], ^=[0.068227,0.116460,9.993707],
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(2) Effective index of the PCF cladding and V
  Ra/a=0.05
—:— R /a=0.10 
a
—ss— R /a=0.15  
Ra/a=0.20
a














Figure 56. V and effective index of the cladding. Left: V vs alX. Right: ncl/nco vs a/X.
When material dispersion is considered, the effective index of the periodic cladding and the 
normalized frequency V ( k0rcg^ n go —n 2cl ) is shown in Figure 56, where the radius of the core rm
is defined as all. The cladding shows similar property as the triangular PCF. However, there is a 
important difference between the triangular PCF and the tube PCF. The effective index of the 
cladding changes faster than the triangular one. This is reasonable since the interstitial air holes 
actually reduce the periodicity into about all.
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(3) Mode pattern of the first several modes
Figure 57. Transverse E  field intensity of the x-polarized fundamental mode. Ra=0.10a, 
A=0.2a, index of silica glass is assumed to be 1.46.
The fundamental mode is shown in Figure 57. We note that this fiber has a well-defined core­
cladding boundary, unlike the PCF with no interstitial holes. The mode is tightly confined by the 
first ring composed of the interstitial triangular-like air holes, and the pattern is very circular, 
close to the mode patterns in conventional circular optical fiber. This mode pattern provides 
advantages in mode matching between the PCF and step-index single mode fiber.
The mode pattern of higher order modes is shown in Figure 59. The 2nd and 3rd modes are 
nearly degenerate, as is shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 58. Transverse mode E-field intensity pattern of a capillary tube PCF with 
Ra/a=0.15, /t=0.2a. (1) to (6) represent mode 1-6.
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Figure 59. Mode index of the first several modes (y-polarization only). Left: Ra=0.10a, 
a=3.0pm, single mode supported in most wavelength region. Right: Ra=0.15a, a=3.0jim. 
Three modes are supported in most wavelength region.




Figure 60 shows the Y-b  curve for this capillary tube PCF with different air hole sizes, b is the
2 2 n a ~~n i
normalized propagation constants, which is defined as: b =  f -  . Among these, Ra=0.50a
nca ~ nd
is a conventional step-index fiber, and is shown in the graph as the dotted lines, which agree well 
with the analytical results found in any fiber optics books. The graph shows more clearly the 
cutoff V-value of the 2nd mode is not 2.405 any more. In addition, the V-b curves for PCF with 
different air hole size are different, which was first pointed out in [90]. However, the V-b curve 
remains the same if RJa  remains the same, which keeps the significance of V in such fibers. 
According to the graph, the cutoff V-value of the 2nd order mode is: Ra=0.10a, Vc=3.8; f?a=0.15a, 
Vc=3.5; i?a=0.20a, Vc=3-0; Ra=0.50a, 14=2.4. For Ra=0.05a, in the wavelength region (200nm- 








2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5
V
Figure 60. V-b curve of a capillary tube PCF. Solid lines are for Ra=0.05a; lines with 
‘+ ’ are for Ra=0.10a; lines with ‘x’ are for Ra=0.15a; Lines with **’ are for Ra=0.20a; 
dotted lines are for Ra=0.50a, this is a conventional step-index circular fiber with air 
cladding. Note all a=3pm and only the first 10 modes are recorded.
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b) Group velocity dispersion
The group velocity dispersion can be calculated using the following equation:
'/1 d 2n
Dt  = -----------------, where nm0d is the mode index. The 2nd order derivative is calculated using
c dA
_ . „  A n(A + A) -  2n(A) + n(A -  A) .
finite difference: Dr = -------- --------- ------------     , where the subscript mod is omitted
c A
for brevity. The dispersion calculation is sensitive to the errors accumulated in the calculation of 
nmod. A wavelength step A = 0.005/1 is used in the calculation. The dispersions for PCFs with 




Figure 61. Dispersion property of the fundamental mode with different air hole sizes, 
the lattice constant=3.0pm.
As seen in a broad wavelength region, the GVD has a negative slope. When the air-filling 
fraction is larger, the region becomes broader and shifts to the longer wavelength, the slope 
changes not much. The PCF with capillary tubes shows different dispersion properties from the 
PCF with no interstitial triangular-like air holes, whose negative slope range is much smaller and 
flatter. This property may find applications acting as a dispersion-shifted fiber with a negative
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slope to cancel the dispersion of those conventional dispersion shift fibers since they usually have 
positive dispersion slopes. This also suggests that dispersion can be modified greatly by changing 
interstitial air hole shape or size.
c) Drawing ratio and waveguide dispersion
Dispersion is usually modified by changing waveguide geometry. Material dispersion
Dm = ------- — f  - and waveguide dispersion, D  =  —— — - p  where ng is the effective mode
c dA' c dA
index when material dispersion is not considered, are loosely coupled. The total dispersion can be
estimated by the summation of the two. Waveguide dispersion depends only on the geometry
parameters of the waveguide, which are the lattice constant a and air hole radius Ra (generally the
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Figure 62. Waveguide dispersion with different core radius, i.e. different drawing ratio, 
with the same air-filling fraction. The negative material dispersion -D m is also shown in 
the figure (the dotted line with ‘+ ’).
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Once the RJa  ratio is determined, the dispersion is only affected by the drawing ratio s: 
s = a /aQ , a0is an arbitrary value for reference. Let e'{r) =  s(r /s ) ,  and plug it into (1) and follow 
the same procedure in [5] for the scaling properties of the Maxwell equations, we get:
\
v ; 2 + - ^ '
V s J
E '  + V ' (E ' ■ V ' In e' )  =  —-  E '  . This indicates that the wavelength sX
corresponds a propagation constant p g/s, or the effective mode index for the wavelength sX in the 
scaled system is the same as the referred one, hence, the waveguide dispersion in the scaled
system can be predicted by [91]: D' (X) =  — D {Xj5)
s
For s> l, the waveguide dispersion curve will expand s along X axis and attenuate s along D 
axis; for s<l, the curve will compress s along X axis and amplify s along D axis. The effect of the 
drawing ratio on the waveguide dispersion is illustrated in Figure 62.
4.3 A ir  G u id in g  P C F s
The index guiding PCF usually uses a small air-filling ratio to ensure single mode operation. 
However, the air-guiding PCF uses a large air-filling ratio to generate a band gap and a defect 
mode in the band gap. The mode index of the defect mode guided in the air core is smaller than 
the index of air, 1.0.
<. i, «; c f' i: i*
c C O C ' O ' o  O o  , O ' /  I
‘ 6  O  Q  C '  c: * C  O  O  <£
j 0  1 o  I  o  I  o  o  1 o  1 a  1 ^  i
A/1 *  ^* C "* C C C ^ Z C
• i  z o c c c c ' o ' « - o 4  ’
o- -e->- -e- ~e-- -a- .pr- — &
Figure 63. Air guiding PCFs. Left: PCF with hexagonal rods. Right: PCF with capillary 
tubes. In both cases, a big air core is formed by removing 7 rods in the center.
Figure 63 shows the schematic graph of possible air-guiding PCF’s, where several rods are 
removed to form a big air hole. The calculation of this kind of fiber is much harder since it 
involves large supercell and large number of plane waves and the computation is very intensive. 
Also, due to the inherent weakness of the plane wave method, material dispersion is hard to 
include, hence dispersion properties are extremely hard to obtain .
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4.3.1 Band gap of the periodic cladding
We try the air guiding PCF with capillary tubes, assuming the inner hole: ea, Ra, the outer 
circle: eb, Rb, the background material is ec, the lattice constant: a. The band structure of the 
cladding material is shown in Figure 64 with R a/a=0.39 and off-plane propagation constant kz=9.5 
using 289 plane waves. The band gap is from k®a=9.5-9.6. The band structure shows there is a 





Figure 64. Band structure of a capillary PCF, Ra=0.39a, off-plane propagation 
constant=9.5. A band gap opens between band 6 and 7.
The variation of the band gap vs the propagation constants is calculated and shown in Figure 
65. The glass line and air-line represent the dispersion relations when light propagates in infinite 
bulk glass and air, respectively; and the cladding line represents the dispersion relation when light 
propagates in the medium with an index of the average index of the cladding.
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Figure 65. The variation of the first band gap of a capillary PCF vs the propagation 
constants along z-direction: Ra/a=0.39, calculated using plane wave method. The 
possible air guiding region is the shadowed one.
When the light state falls above the air-line, light propagates in air; when the light state falls 
below the air line, light decays in air. The yellow shadowed region falls above the air line and 
cladding line, also it is in the photonic band gap, so light will propagates in air and the cladding 
region, but is confined by PEG effect. The band gap which is below the air line shows some 
states decays in air and confined by PEG effect.
From the above two figures, we can get that the possible air guiding region for the PCF with 
Ra/a=0.39 is A=0.64a-0.75a since k®a is from 8.3 to 9.7, and the propagation constant is 
P=7.5-9.5.
4.3.2 Air guiding mode
Since the large computation involved in the air-guiding PCFs, we used the approximation 
method for H  mentioned above to reduce computation load. The parameters we use in the fiber 
analysis are: R/a=0.39, a 11x11 supercell, n=18 and number of plane waves=1165.
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Figure 66. Air guiding mode (x-polarization) crossing the band gap. The line with solid 
dots represents the gap map with considering the material dispersion; the solid lines 
represents the gap map with no material dispersion; the dotted line is the air line.
Band gap for x- and y-polarization exists between mode 364 and 365, which is exactly the 
same as Figure 65 obtained by plane wave method. Defect mode introduced in the band gap, the 
defect mode is band 341. The dispersion curve for the x-polarization is shown in Figure 66.
When material dispersion is not considered, the wavelength range of the air guided mode: 
0.66a-0.68a. When material dispersion is considered, (here lattice constant a=2.3um), The gap 
map shift upwards, the wavelength region for the air mode is 0.64a-0.66a. The three lines are 
band 340, 341 and 342, and the defect mode is band 341.
The GVD dispersion is very small since the dispersion relation is almost linear. Furthermore, 
since the light propagates in the air region, the nonlinear effect and loss is very small, which is 
excellent for high power transmission. Also, it is an omni-directional guide compared to 
conventional fiber base on total internal reflections.
The mode pattern of the defect air mode at AM). 67a is shown in Figure 67. This shows 
remarkable difference from the index-guiding mode. The PBG-guided mode always shows the 
diffraction pattern of the structure, with several second maximums in the intensity pattern.
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Figure 67. Intensity pattern of the transverse E field: fundamental mode guided in air 
core. The largest difference between the index-guided mode and the air-guided mode is 
that the PBG based defect mode presents a ring of diffraction pattern. ik=0.67a.
4.4 D isc u ssio n
Theoretically, other forms of PCF, such as the PCF with grapefruit cladding, non-periodic 
cladding can also be treated using this method. Recently, a new PCF fiber called Bragg fiber is 
proposed by MIT. This fiber is coaxial and can support a true single TEM  mode, and this mode 
has no dispersion and is guided in the center air hole. The cladding is composed of periodic multi­
layers with high index contrast, different and superior properties can be obtained. Further studies 
may be conducted in this area.
The different structure of the cladding gives more freedom in tailoring the mode pattern, group 
velocity dispersion. However, treating air-guiding fiber is not convenient and not very accurate 
since the fundamental mode is not the mode with lowest frequency, and the eigen frequency for 
the higher order is much less accurate than the lower one due to the limited number of plane 
waves. For this case, a FDTD method specialized for fiber analysis would be useful to yield 
accurate information. Also, other quantities, like the mode field diameter to measure the degree of 
confinement are not included.
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Other important properties, such as the transmission loss and bending loss are not included in 
this part, and they are also very important in practical purpose. Applications and fabrication of 
these fibers are in very active research. For example, PCF or holey fiber based fiber laser, large 
mode area fiber for high power transmission, large nonlinear fiber with very small mode area.
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CHAPTER V 
FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN METHOD
5.1 In t r o d u c t io n
In the previous chapters, we have already solved many PEG  problems. Those methods are all 
based on frequency-domain, using the steady state Maxwell equations plus the periodic boundary 
condition. They are stable, always able to give correct results. However, they have their own 
weakness: the heavy computation and large memory requirement for large PEG problems, 
difficulty in treating finite PEG structures, difficulty in obtaining dynamics in a PBG structure.
In this chapter, these difficulties are discussed and solved by the time-domain methods. First, 
the powerful finite difference time domain (FDTD) is used to solve open structures, and dynamic 
response of these structures. Some techniques to yield good and accurate results in FDTD are 
discussed, including the PML boundary condition, the total/scattered method, near-to-far field 
transformation, etc. Then the FDTD in generalized coordinates are discussed and the order-N 
method using this generalized FDTD for calculating the band structure of ideal photonic band gap 
structures is introduced.
5.2 S im u l a t io n  O f PBG D ev ic es  U sin g  FDTD M e t h o d
5.2.1 The Standard FDTD Algorithm
The FDTD algorithm was first introduced by Kane Yee in 1966, and it is now the most 
popular and robust method in modeling and simulating electromagnetic fields. In this section, the 
brief theory is described.
Consider a space with no electric or magnetic current sources, but there may exist materials 
that absorb electric or magnetic field energy. The time-dependent, differential form of M axwell’s 
equations is:
dH 'dF
V x H  - a E  + e —  V x £  = -
dt
(5.1)
where p  is the magnetic permeability, e is the electric permittivity, a  is the electric 
conductivity and crm is an equivalent magnetic conductivity.
In 3D Cartesian rectangular coordinate system (x,y,z), the Maxwell’s equations are 
decomposed into the following 6 equations:
d H x _  1
m x
dt f i  I dz dy
(5.2a)
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dH„ 'dE_ dE r
dt jU v dx dz
_ 1 ^ E x dEy
dt jU k. dy dx
dEx _ 1 f d H z d H y
dt e t  dy dz
dEy _  1 f d H x dH,
dt £ V dz dx
dE, _  1 (dHy dHx
dt £ v dx dy
j
\
- a j i .








Yee’s algorithm solves the six coupled equations, both electric and magnetic fields in time and 
space. The main features of Yee’s algorithm are:
E  and H are interleaved. In 3D case, each E  component is surrounded by four H  components 
and each H component is surrounded by four E components, as shown in Figure 68. This provides 
a beautiful simple picture of a 3D structure.
The leapfrog time-stepping: All the E components in the 3D spaces are calculated and stored 
in memory for a particular time point using the H data previously stored in memory. Then all the 
H data are calculated and stored in memory using the E  data just computed.
All derivatives in (5.3a-f), including the space derivatives and time derivatives, are replaced 
by central finite differences, which has a second order accuracy (2nd-order FDTD scheme).
For simplicity, let u to represents the E. 
u(iAx, jAy ,kAz ,nAt )  = ujjk :
Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, and Hz and use the notation as
^  {iAx, jAy,  kAz, nAt)  = — — 
Ox dx
u1 + 0 .5 ,; ,* ■ U< -0 .5 , y i
Ax
. rc+0.5
^ - (iA>c, jAy, kAz, nAt)  =  = - - - --
dt dt At
« - 0 .5
l u j , k
(5.3)
(5.4)
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Figure 68. Position of the E  and H  about a cubic unit cell of the Yee space lattice.
First, assume we know all the values of E  at the current time step n and all the H  values at the 
previous half time step n-0.5, and then the H  values at time step n+0.5 can be updated using the 
following equations:
H n+0.5x\i,j,k
, P ' j A *
1 +  - i,j,k
2Mij„




V  F I" -  F  \ n ^y j i,j,k+0.5 ^  y\i,j,k-0.5
AZ




P i j A *1 +
2Mu .k







1+ + , A <




P ' , ^ t  
2 M.





17 n __ J7 \ n
^zli+O.SJJ E'z\i~Q.5,jyk
Ax
p  « _  r  «




^  r  In __ 27 I n ^f 11,7+0.5,^  ^xliJ-O^k
Ay
77 I ” — 77 I nC'y\i+0.5J,k ^yli-O.SJ'k
(5.5c)
2Mij.k ) {  Ax
Now we will advance another half time step: using the E values at time step n and H  values at 
time step n+0.5, we can update E values at time step n+1:
1-
2eti,j.k
1 +  -
2 Mi




a , , ,At
1 +  -
2e. ■,‘,},k J
H n+0.5z \i,j+0.5,k lJL z\i,j~0.5,k-  H ,
Ay
T J  \ n  _  U  I "n  y I i,j,k+0.5 y\i,j,k-0.5
Az
(5.6a)





1 +  - i.j,k
A t
E  r  +C y \ i j , k  ^
7 w+1
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1 +  - l,j,k
At
1 +  -





H n+0.5 x i,j,k+0.5 - H x \ i, j,k-0.5
A z
H z \i+0.5,j,k H i i-Q.5,j,k
U, k  J \
i7 ■ , A tOJ,k1 +
2e:






H x\i,j+Q.5,k H x\i,j~0.5,k
i,j,k Ay
(5.6c)
For 2D TE/TM  and ID  cases, these equations are greatly simplified.
For those points at the boundary, special attention should be paid to. For time, we use initial 
condition, i.e., we assume we know all the E or H  components at all grid points at the time 
beginning. For space, we use boundary condition, depending on the physics of the problem. At 
each time step, all the E and H  components at all grid points in the whole space should be updated 
and stored properly. In the time step, we performed the updating of E  at the first half and H  at the 
second half. Thus, as the time goes, the electromagnetic waves in the space are simulated.
To guarantee the stability of the leap-frog algorithm, there is a requirement for the time and 









For 2D FDTD problem:
At <- (5.8)
K M 2 (Ay)2
The general procedure of FDTD algorithm can be like this:
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Post processing
Initialize Eyk=0, Hyk= 0
C alculate H (i,j,k ,tn+0.5)
Set source E (is,js,k s,tn)
C alculate E (i,j,k ,tn+1)
P roper B oundary  C onditions
Figure 69. The flowchart of a general FDTD algorithm.
5.2.2 Absorption Boundary Condition (ABC)
Absorption boundary condition is used to simulate ‘open’ electromagnetic region, and it 
cannot be obtained from Maxwell’s equations. So this kind of boundary is not a physical 
boundary, and its function is to terminate the region o f study by absorbing all outgoing 
electromagnetic waves, regardless of the polarization, frequency, direction or intensity. The 
reflection coefficient of the boundary should be very close to zero in any cases. Hence, all the 
outgoing waves from inside never returns, which simulates the object in a free space.
5.2.3 Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)
PML was first introduced by J. P. Berenger in 1994 [92]. This technique introduces several 
absorptive media layers to absorb both E  and H waves inside the layers. By carefully design of 
the perfectly matched layers, absorption can be controlled to be very low and suppression can be 
up to 80dB.
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Figure 70. The PM L boundary condition for FDTD in a 2D TM  problem.
The scheme is described using a 2D TM as below. Figure 70 shows the FDTD algorithm using 
PML boundary condition. The white area is the one we have to study. Outside it is a 2-layer PML 
to absorb the outgoing waves. The outermost layer is a perfect electric conductor and it can 
reflect 100% waves incident upon it.
The PM L medium is a non-physical medium and it has the same e and p  as the vacuum, but it 
is absorptive and has the electric and magnetic conductivity which satisfy:
<7 a*
—  = (5.9)
£0
The PML layers are constructed as follows:
Assuming each cell has a conductivity denoted by PMl[<jx , cr’ , <Ty, <t* ), the PML layer in 
the x-direction is PML{crx , <j*,0 ,0 ), and in the y-direction is P M l(o ,0 ,(Ty,(T*y).  The four 
corners should be PML{ax , a*x, a y, cr*y). The distribution of a  and a* can be power-law, 
increasing from zero at the innermost cell to the maximum at the outermost layer, i.e.:
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f  p Ycr(p) = crmax — . The reflection coefficient can be calculated for PML layers with a thickness
VA
of A can be evaluated as: Rid)  =  e~2A(acos8,£o(:) _
All the E  and H components are divided into two components, for 2D TM  cases, they are:
E z = E zx + E zy H ^ H ^  + H ^  H y = H yx+ H yy. (5.10)
And the M axwell’s equations for TM  case are:
s  ^  +  crxE a  =  d (H y * * H yy} (5.1 la )
dt dx
dE,v d(H + H  )
e - f -  + a yE z = - - E - ^ - ------^  (5.11b)
dt } y dy
\ d i E ^ + E )
M dt  y ■ + <?y\ H !X+ H XJh -  V ^  (5.11c)
d ( Hvx+ H )  X a t e  + E  )
■■■.....y^ t - J l l  + tTx( H yx + H yy) = -  v- ^  (5.1 Id)
In the PM L layers, the uniform time-stepping cannot be used, the exponential time-stepping is 
used instead.
5.2.3 Sources and D ispersion Optimization
Generally, a source is needed to emit electromagnetic waves into the medium. Point sources 
can be used to form spherical waves, and line sources can be used to form cylindrical waves and 
plane waves. Dipole source can emit directional waves and is ideal for wave-guiding structures.
Also, the source can be a pulse or a continuous wave. A pulse wave is especially useful since 
it contains all the needed frequency components. Analysis of the input and output pulse can easily 
get the response of the medium. A continuous source can be used to analyze the steady state 
response of the system.
The coupling between source and the mode of study is important in order to excite that mode. 
If  the excitation source and the mode to be excited are orthogonal and have a zero coupling, no 
mode will be excited. Symmetry plays an important role in this analysis.
The physics of a system determines largely how many time steps are needed to achieve a 
satisfactory result. Generally, a continuous single-frequency sine wave needs only number of time 
steps which is large enough to let the wave propagate through the system. Pulse source requires 
generally much longer time steps especially for PBG structures, since those eigen modes in PBG
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structures involve a lot of multiple scatterings, which can be seen through a microcavity 
calculation in the next sections.
Sources can be included in the FDTD grid as “soft” or “hard” sources. The soft source will 
update as a normal FDTD cell, and the hard source will not. The soft source will not introduce 
any reflection from the source grid, but the hard source will. However, the waveform of hard 
source is exactly known but soft source is unknown since it is added on the normal FDTD cell. 
The reflections caused by hard sources are especially serious for line sources.
To produce ideal plane wave sources, the total-field/scattered-field has to be used. It uses a ID 
FDTD grid to produce a wave along it, and use the value to update the source in the whole space. 
This could also offer other flexibility in choosing any incident direction, which can be used to 
differentiate those degenerate modes in photonic crystals.
Since Yee’s method cut the isotropic space into anisotropic cells, it will introduce inherent 
dispersion. These numerical dispersion can be accumulated to a considerable amount which is 
harmful for scattering problem since it involves many phase canceling. Although the dispersion 
can be reduced by using small enough cells and time-step, the computation will grow rapidly. In 
photonic band gap devices, many multi-scatterings take place and the dispersion may cause 
accumulated phase error, which if large enough will finally produce inaccurate description of the 
problem. A dispersion optimized 4th order FDTD for PBG device simulation is used to reduce the 
numerical dispersion.
5.3 Th e  O r d e r -N  M e t h o d  F o r  Id e a l  PB G  St r u c t u r e s
As mentioned in Chapter II, the complexity of the plane wave method is 0(N3). The 
computation time for a large system is so long that its performance becomes unacceptable. FDTD 
method was first brought out to overcome this weakness [93]. Just like the plane wave method 
(PWM), FDTD can also be used to calculate the band structure of the infinite ideal PBG 
structures, using the periodic boundary condition (PBC). Compared to the plane wave method, 
the complexity of this approach is 0(N)  [93, 94], and hence is superior when dealing with really 
big and complicated problems.
In this method, the unit cell of the periodic structure is the space to be studied for the FDTD 
algorithm, and periodic boundary condition is used to treat cells on the boundary. An initial field 
distribution, E(r) or H(r) is given at time zero. After some time of scattering, only those eigen 
modes can remain in the space, and other modes are gone as radiation loss. Fourier analysis of 
these modes left can reveal its band structure.
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5.3.1 Non-orthogonal lattice
Since the unit cell of an ideal PBG structure is not always a cubic in 3D or a rectangle in 2D, 
the standard Yee mesh and FDTD algorithm should be modified to solve this kind of problem. 
One good method is given by [66, 95]. A brief description is given below:
In a generalized coordinates denoted by (ui,u2,u3), the M axwell’s equations (5.1) become:
V  X H  = &E + £0e(r) dE
dt
V? x £  = - a mH  + jU0fi(r) dH
dt
where q is 1, 2, 3 and the renormalized fields are:
e , = m  h , Q f i ,
with a
dx









The effective e and jx tensors are:





f i ,J (r) = ju(r)g ,J In, -u2 Xu, I Q1Q2Q3 
QiQjQo
£0£ ( r )
a , .




where g is the metric which can be obtained using the 3 unit vectors,
M j  • W j  M j  - U 2  U x - U 3
U 2  * M j  U-2  * ^ 2  * M o (5.17)
« 3  • M 1 M 3  - M 2  M 3 - U 3
As in Chapter II, in the generalized coordinates, we have:
|r 2| = f r [g ]f (5.18)
Use forward finite difference for E-field, backward finite difference for H-field (both space 
and time):
Ej (r, t + At) = [ l -  a \E x (r, t)
+ [ r 1 (r)]U{if3( r , t ) -  H'3{ r - b , t ) - H ' 2{r,t) + H'2( r - c , t ) }
+ [f ‘ (f)12{ # i '(u 0 -  ~ c , t ) ~  H'3(r , t )+  H'3(r -  a , f )}
+ [ f_1 ( r ) f 3{ #  2 ( u t ) ~  H'2( r - a ,  t ) -  H [ ( r , r )  + # ' (r  -& ,?)}
(5.19a)
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E 2(r ,t  + At) = [ l -  &]E2(r,t)
+ [ f  1 (?‘)]21 {h '3( r , t ) - H 3( r - b , t ) - H 2(r, t)  + H2(r -  c ,f)}  
+ { r ) T t ) - H [ ( r  -  c , t ) ~  H'3(r, t) + H3(r -  a , *)} 
+ b ”1 (r )]23{ ^ 2(r ’ t ) -  H 2(r -  a , t ) -  H[{r, t) + H[{r -  b , t )}
£ 3 (r, t + A t ) = [l -  &}E3 (r, t)
+ [r1 ( r ) f  { h ; ( r , / ) -  3(r  -  b, t ) -  H 2( r ,t) + H 2{ r -  c, t)} 
+ \s~l (r)]3" r ) -  H[{r - c , t ) ~  H 3(r, t) + H3(r -  a, t)} 
+ [^T1 ( r  ^ [H'2( r , t ) -  H'2(r -  a , t ) ~  H[{r ,t ) + H[{r
(5.19b)
(5.19c)
H ' ( r , t  + At) = [l + a m\ 1
^Alc, ^
l/T 1 ( r ) f  {^3 (r + b , t ) - E 3 (r, t) ~ E 2(r + c, t)  + E 2 (r, f )}
\  Qo j
k '  (r ) f 21^1 (r  + c, t ) -  E x (r, t) -  E3 (r + a, t) + E3 (r , r)}
V Qo )
f  ^  ^A tc0
a
H 2(r ,t  + At) = [l + a J ~ l
V Qo j  
f  . ^Ate,
\ Q o  j  
f  Ate, ^
V Qo j
\fi + a , t ) -  E 2( r , t )~  Ex(r + b , t )+  E ,(r ,f)}
(5.19d)
[ft-1 ( r )]21 [e 3{r + b , t ) ~  E3( r , t ) -  E 2(r + c , t )  + E 2( r , /)} 
\fl~l ( r )]’2{ e ,(r  + c , t ) -  Ex(r, t ) -  E 3(r + a, t) + E 3( r , t )}
1
[//”' (r)]"”3{^2(r  + a , t ) ~  E 2( r ,f )  -  E ,( r  + £>,f) + E x (/•,*)}
(5.19e)
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2
\fi~l ( r )]31 {&, (r  + b, t ) -  E 3 (r, t ) -  E 2(r + c, t ) + E 2 (r, ?)}
2
\m  X (r )]32 {A (r  + c >r) ~  A  (r > t)  ~  E 3 (r + a , t )  + E 3 (r , t )}
2
[/T 1 ( r )]33 {E2 (r + a , t ) ~  E 2( r , t )~  E x ( r  + b , t )  + E t (r, r)}
(5 .19f)
where H '  =  H  and a = Q, ,b  — Q0, c =  Q , .
£0Qo
The stability condition is: At < —
c
5.3.2 Periodic Boundary Condition (PBC)
The ABCs are apparently unsuitable for this case, since the reflection at the boundary exists 
and cannot be discarded. These reflections reflect the existence of the surrounding periodic cells.
When updating the cells on the boundary, we need again the Bloch theory. Take H  as 
example:
H (r  + Rt ) = e ikR‘H{r )  E(r  + Rt ) = e lkR‘E(r )  (5.20)
Figure 71 shows a 2D triangular unit cell with a cylinder in the center. The sub-cells in the 
boundary can be updated using the inside cells. The gray cells represent the boundary of the unit 
cell, and the cells outside the boundary are obtained using the above Bloch’s theorem. Hence, all 
the cells can be updated using the above finite difference equations.
+  -
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Figure 71. Periodic Boundary Condition for a 2D triangular unit cell. The unit cell is 
divided into cells along the unit vectors. The gray cells are the boundary and the cells 
outside the boundary are updated using periodic boundary condition. All the cells in the 
unit cell (including the boundary) can be updated using the FDTD algorithm.
5.3.3 Initial Condition
The initial condition is very important while calculating a PBG band. The initial field should 
contain all the components of all eigen modes, or else some eigen modes will be missing. The 
common initial field distribution while calculating the bands of a PBG structure is [94]:
H{r)  = ^ h 0( k + G ) e ^ +d^  (5.23)
G
h0(k +G r)=  vx(& + g ) (5.24)
and: v = [ l ,l ,l] , E(r)  = 0 (5.25)
5.3.4 Example: 2D triangular lattice
To show how this algorithm works, we show how a 2D triangular lattice with air holes in 
GaAs substrate is calculated. The parameters for this structure are: ea=13, £b=l, R/a=0.28. The 
wave vector k  is from T to M, and 20 points are taken. TE and TM  modes are calculated at the 
same time. The lattice constant is 0.5482pm, and each direction is divided into 21 sections. The 
time step dt=5.5634e-17s. The precision of the eigen frequencies is largely affected by the 
fineness of the mesh, so we make sure to have a fine enough mesh. The band is also calculated
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Figure 72. Band gap of a 2D triangular lattice using FDTD method. Solid line: TE 
using PWM; dotted line: TM  using PWM; dot: FDTD.
5.4 PBG  D y n a m ic s  A n a ly sis  U sin g  FD TD
A finite sized PBG structure is of more interest. In this case, a FDTD and PML boundary are 
mostly used in simulation. To do efficient and accurate simulations, some factors need careful 
considerations. First, the studied geometry should be represented using a fine enough mesh. Also, 
the time step should be small enough to achieve minimized dispersion. The FDTD algorithm may 
accumulate large numerical dispersion and it will affect seriously the accuracy to those problems 
with multiple-scattering process since they involve many phase cancels. Since PBG devices 
involve many coherent scattering, dispersion is vital for obtaining reliable results. The simulation 
requires fine mesh and small time step and long time simulation. However, when At or Ax is 
getting smaller, more number of time steps is needed and simulation time is much longer. 
Generally, the safe time step can be chosen as 1/10-1/20 of the shortest wavelength, which 
indicates if the shortest wavelength is longer, a larger At can be used.
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When spectral information is to be extracted from the time domain field variations, proper 
excitation sources should be chosen to get satisfactory results. Generally, a Gaussian pulse is used
< f - ' o fin this case, which has a form of A  exp
?!
sin [2 ^ 0 (t - 10)]. t0 should be large enough
to make the signal changes slowly from zero at the time of start point, and tv should be small 
enough to cover the frequency range since the FWHP bandwidth can be calculated as 
Bw = 2 / t w . The number of time steps nt is crucial to get meaningful spectral information. Using
i
FFT, the normalized frequency (to c/a) for ith component is calculated as ——  and the highest
ntcAt
frequency is . The more number of time steps is used, the higher spectrum resolution will
ntcAt
be obtained, which is crucial to get those very narrow filter spectra.
Another important point when finding the spectral information from time-varied fields is that, 
field at one single location is generally not sufficient to guarantee correct information. Since 
modes in PBG structures are well defined, the detection point may be on the field nodes of some 
specific eigen modes, thus leading an incorrect reporting of these frequencies. A safe approach is 
to choose sufficient number of detectors at symmetric and non-symmetric locations.
5.4.1 PBG Micro-cavity
Consider a finite PBG structure in free space: the PBG is a 5x5 lattice with GaAs rods 
(ea= 11.56 and R=0.20a, a= lpm ) in air, and the center rod is enlarged with R=0.60a, as is shown 
in Figure 73. The whole space is discretized into a 200x200 mesh, with Ax=Ay=0.025pm, time 
step At=5.89e-17s and number of time steps=50,000.A Gaussian pulse with a center frequency of
1.05el4Hz.covering the whole band gap is used. The number of PML layers is 10.
According to PWM analysis, this micro-cavity supports four modes as shown in Chapter III, and 
they are listed in the table below.
Table 9. Defect mode frequencies and their symmetries.
Defect Mode Frequency Mode pattern symmetry
Mode 1 0.2970 Odd-odd quadrupole
Mode 2 0.3190 Even-even quadrupole, odd-odd to the axis rotated 45°
Mode 3 0.3345 Even-even 2nd monopole
Mode 4 0.3916 Doubly degenerate, odd-even mode and even-odd mode












20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Figure 73. The setup for calculation of the defect modes in a microcavity. 5x5 GaAs 
rod in the air with radius of 0 .20a, the bigger rod has a radius of 0.60a.
Three receivers are placed inside crystal. Detector 1 is placed in the center of the defect, 
detector 2 is placed in the direction of 45 degrees, and detector 3 is placed on the x-axis outside 
the micro-cavity. According to the symmetries of these defect modes, detector 1 will only detect 
mode 1 since other modes has no field at this point; detector 2 will not detector mode 2 and 
detector 3 will not detect mode 1 since they are located on the nodal plane of these modes.
Four simulations are done with the incident plane wave incidence angles of 0, 45, 60 and 90 
degrees. To create an ideal plane wave source, total-field/scattered-field FDTD scheme is used. 
The far field pattern is calculated at the same time.
Fourier transform of these fields can reveal the mode spectrum as shown in Figure 74 
(obtained using the 60 degree incidence). Just as predicted, a single detector cannot detect all the 
defect modes in the cavity.
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Figure 74. The spectrum obtained from the three detectors inside the crystal.
The symmetry can be studied using the different incidence. The spectral analysis can disclose 
those modes excited by the incidence, which is shown in Table 10. To differentiate the degenerate 
modes, orthogonal incidences should be used to excite each of them  individually.
Table 10. Excited defect modes in the micro-cavity by plane waves with different 
incident angles.
Incidence M ode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4(1) Mode 4(2)
0° No Yes Yes Yes No
45° Yes No Yes Yes Yes
60° Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
90° No Yes Yes No Yes
The far field pattern is important to its coupling strength and its direction dependence. Figure 
75 shows the pattern for each mode. Special attention should be paid to the degenerate modes
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Figure 75. Far field pattern of the four defect modes in the cavity. Note mode 4(1) is 
excited using a 0° incidence and mode 4(2) is excited using a 90° incidence. The mixed 
is excited using a 45° incidence. The pattern is also dependent on its quality factors, for 
higher Q values, it will be more direction dependent.
The defect mode evolution can be obtained using a narrow bandwidth Butterworth digital 
filter. The obtained signals are shown in Figure 76 (60° incidence is used here). The evolution for 
mode 4 are calculated separately using the 0° and 90° incidence so we can get the Q information 
for each of them. As seen from the figure, the field in the defect is enhanced at those eigen 
frequencies due to the coherent interference in the microcavity. After the excitation is gone, the 
resonant mode can reach steady state and energy decays in an exponentially way. W e can easily 
evaluate the decay rate and the quality factor of the micro-cavity or the Q values.
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Figure 76. The mcxle evolution o f each resonant modes, which can yield the quality 
factors of them.
The quality factor Q can be roughly estimated using the above figures, the energy in the
a>o! “>o.
micro-cavity decays in the form of e Q , so the E  field amplitude will decay in a form of e 2Q .
(Oq {h ~ G WTherefore, Q can be evaluated using Q - - - supposing we know the amplitudes E]
2 In E jE Q
and E0 at time ti and to- Taking mode 1 as an example, it reaches an amplitude E0=1.0 at to=7500 
time steps, and its amplitude decays to Ei=0.40 at time step t1=50,000. This gives us a value of 
764. The Q values for mode 2, 3 and 4 are calculated the same way and they are 276, 466 and 
2936, respectively. The two degenerate modes and the mixed mode 4 have similar quality factors 
or Q values.
5.4.2 Finite PBG waveguiding
Line defect is another important defect in PBG devices since it can act as a waveguide. Figure 
77 shows such a waveguide, the cladding area consists of a 2D square lattice of periodic GaAs 
rods, and the core is formed by removing the center row of GaAs rods. The mode will be
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confined by photonic band gap effect and will be guided in the air core. The core can also be 
other form of higher index or lower index area.
The finite PBG device is composed of 11x11 rod with the center row of rods being removed. 
The parameter is the same as the above section: R/a=0.20, ea=11.56, a= lpm . The whole space is 
cut into a 440x440 mesh, with Ax=Ay=0.025jim, A t= 4e-llps and number of time steps is 3,000. 
A continuous point source is located right at the center of the entry. This source will emit a 
continuous, monochromatic sine wave with frequency f=  1.05el4Hz, or X=2.8571pm, the 
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Figure 77. The PBG waveguide. A point source emits a monochromatic sine wave with 
a/X=0.3500.
As is seen in Figure 77, though the point source emits uniformly in all directions, the forward 
semi-sphere is confined well in the waveguide. The wave vector k can be obtained from the well- 
formed field pattern. Also from the figure, we can see that the field is well confined in the range 
from above 3 rows of rods to the down 3 rows of rods, which means that to minimize the 
interference between neighboring channels, the separation should be about 5-6 rows. If a short
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pulse with wide bandwidth is sent, those frequencies outside the bandgap will become radiation 
soon, acting as an ideal band filter.
5.4.3 Finite PBG sharp bending
A sharp bend is formed in the same PBG structure by removing half a row and half a column 
rods. The parameters are all the same as the above section and the region size is 11 ax 11 a. A point 
source emits a continuous monochromatic sine wave, it forms a guide mode in the waveguide, 
and this guide mode can pass the sharp bend with very low loss. The bend is 90 degrees and is 
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Figure 78. A sharp PBG bending, guide mode can pass the sharp bend with very low 
loss and high efficiency.
There will be no radiation loss at the corner since the light cannot pass through the bulk 
material due to the band gap. Only back reflection by the comer may affect the transmission 
efficiency. The overall efficiency can be over 80%. This can be compared with -30% 
transmission efficiency in a similar high index dielectric waveguide bend.
A remarkable feature of this kind sharp bending is that light at some wavelengths can have 
100% transmission. This happens when resonant coupling between the traveling wave along
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<10> and <11>, which can be modeled using a ID scatter problem. The light in the horizontal 
and vertical waveguide has the same dispersion, however, different for the short waveguide along 
<11> direction. Assuming the dispersion for the x or y direction is ki(f), and k.2(f) for <11>
( k  -* ,Ydirection, the reflection coefficient is expressed as [13, 15-17]: /?(/) = 16 —— -  sin 2 ( k 2 L )
[M +k2)
where L is the length of <11> waveguide section.
5.4.4 Add/drop filter for W DM  applications
As mentioned in Chapter HI, waveguides composed of periodically point defects can act as a 
narrow band waveguide, which can be a candidate of add/drop channel for WDM applications. A 
design of such device is shown in Figure 79. It contains one bus and three drop in a 2D square 
lattice with circular alumina rods (R=0.20a). The bus waveguide is composed a line defect with 
the center rod removed. Three drop-channels are constructed by periodic point defects separated 
by two rods, and each channel is separated by four columns. In waveguide 1, the defect is formed 
by removing the rod; in waveguide 2, the defect is formed by a rod with reduced dielectric 
constant of 4.9; in waveguide 3, the defect is formed by an increased dielectric constant of 11.56. 
A frequency domain analysis (see Figure 28 and Figure 29) shows the defect frequency for these 
stand alone cavities is 0.39 (monopole) for the first one, 0.34 (monopole) for the second one and 
no modes in the third one. Same discretization resolution and time parameters as above are used 
for simulation. A point source is located at the entrance of the bus and emits a  Gaussian pulse. 
Five detectors are placed in the four ends of the bus and drop-channels, one after the source to 
monitor the pulse.
The result shows the drop-channel can draw the signal from the bus-channel efficiently. 
However, the channel 3 with higher index rods does not drop any signal from the bus in the 
whole spectrum (limited in the band gap) since it is not sufficient to support the monopole mode. 
Channel 3 is an index guiding waveguide that supports mode in a low frequency region.
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Figure 79. Multiple channel drop for WDM applications. Channel 1 removes 3 rods, 
channel 2 reduces the dielectric constants, channel 3 increases the dielectric constants.
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Figure 80. The spectrum of the three drop channels. The channel with high index rods 
doesn’t couple any energy from the bus channel.
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5.5 D is c u s s io n
FDTD is proved powerful in treating PBG devices. The discussions covered many important 
applications. However, 3D applications are not done. Other geometries such as coaxial structures 
need FDTD in cylindrical coordination.
Analysis is focused on spectral information; some quantities such as the power delivered are 
not yet included. These quantities are important to discuss the transmission efficiency of 
waveguiding or bending. The Q values and mode spectral widths obtained are highly sensitive to 
numerical quantities, and so are not very accurate.
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C H A PT E R  VI
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have studied and analyzed the photonic band gap materials using several analysis 
techniques, including mainly the plane wave method and FDTD. Photonic crystal fiber is 
analyzed separately since it develops in its own way.
The frequency domain method using plane wave expansion is carefully discussed and 
implemented using MATLAB. The computation increases exponentially with supercell size and 
number of plane waves. The accuracy of the eigen-frequencies is important and mode properties 
is especially useful for device designs.
Basic structures in two-dimensional planar devices are studied. Two polarizations TE and TM 
mode are independent. Complete band gap does not exist in square lattice with dielectric rods in 
air, but does for more complex structures. The band gap is strongly dependent on the dielectric 
constant ratio, filling ratio, and lattice geometry. Point defects introduced in the structure can 
generate localized states in band gap. These states can be classified as donors and acceptors, 
depending on whether they are from the band top or bottom. These states are independent of the 
wave vectors and are confined in the cavity, and the degree of confinement (measured by the 
imaginary k-vector) is directly related to the position of the frequency in the gap and its mode 
pattern or its angular momentum. Line defects can form waveguiding, and the dispersion relation 
can be obtained from the band structure. These waveguides can be linear, have very small 
dispersion, and have the capability to carry large power in air.
Interactions between defects are discussed in two-dimensional planar device. Coupling is not 
negligible when neighboring defects exist. This coupling effect decreases exponentially with the 
distance. When phase matches or modes reach resonant condition, highly efficient energy transfer 
can occur through tunneling process.
Photonic crystal fibers are evolving into several types, including the all-single mode holey 
fiber, hollow fiber possessing band gaps, and Bragg fibers. They are the most feasible photonic 
crystal based devices so far. The propagation property and modes are analyzed in detail.
FDTD can be a compensation tool for photonic crystal modeling. Furthermore, it can act as a 
powerful simulation tool to verify designs. Perfectly matched layer boundary condition and 
dispersion control are important for achieving accurate simulation.
More theoretical work is needed to reach a better understanding of the interaction between 
defects. Nonlinear effects and quantum effects are also of interest and are not covered. 
Calculation is still a burden for complex systems, and new algorithms are expected to improve the
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computing efficiency. Further work may still be needed to study modes in photonic crystal fiber, 
such as the mode field diameter, polarization dispersion, confinement loss, etc. The capability of 
FDTD for dealing with different coordinations and different dimensions is currently limited and 
more work is required in improving efficiency and providing capability to normalize some 
quantities.
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A PPEN D IX  I. D E R I V A T I O N  O F PLA N E W A V E  M ETH O D
First, we have:




7  = X ^ " ° '
b  G
Apply (A l-2, A l-3) into (A l-1), the left hand side is:
LH S  = V  x  
‘l■ V  x
- V  x
- V  x
■ V  x
e  ‘g x
' l
£ ‘g x
€  G l
I A a x V * '1* * *
G,I
X  ‘ o A x i i t + s y 1™ 1'
GX
Y , 4 e X r Y . ^ M ^ G ) e ^ G>r
G’ GX
G' GX
= Y L £G 'K xh  x < k  + G ) x V ^ +G+G>
G' GX
= H H £G’hGX^x x i{k  + G )x i(k  + G + G ')e,(k+G+G }r
C  GX
= H T j £G'hGX (k + G )x e Ax ( k  + G + G']e,{k+G+G >r
G' GX
let G" = G  +  G ' , then G ' = G" — G , the above equation is:
L H S = H J L  e G’- G h GX {k +  G ) x e A x ( k  +  G")ei{k+G'}r
G’-G  GX
= X  X  +  G )x  ix  X (* +
GX G'-G
Since G '- G  and G is the same set of grid vectors,
L H S = X  X  c Z c> hi (k + g ) x  h x  (*+
GX G'





( A l - 5 )
(A 1-6)
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LH S = X X  C c - h e A k  + G ')x  2,, y.(k + G)e‘f‘t<s)'
G 'X G
Now the right hand side:
C  CA
Equating each plane wave with e ‘^ +G^  in the right and left side, we have:
2
2 > A » U  K* + x (t + G)] =
G’X  C
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APPENDEXII. D ER IV A TIO N  OF THE PCF ALGORITHM USING E
The vectorial wave equation for Et:
(v ? + * „ 2e K + V , ( £ , - V , l n f ) = ^ £ ,






v,fe.v,M -v, 2;(m +v P ' - v. S * ✓ '
- G
j j yEaM E Cyy)e‘"  Y yKc iG’e‘S f
_ G G'
IZ ( E 6.6:+ ^t, s ; ) v ' |s' f ,'
_ G G'
= - Z Z ta .G ;+£0,o;^(o+<5'V M1'
G G'
let G' => G + G ' , and exchange G and G ’, then the above equation is:
= “ Z Z \E o.(O'. - G v) + £ a (o;  - G , K - c ^  f
g a
= - I Z f c y . (G. -  )■+ E g , (g , -  g;)]re_e,(g ,*  + G ,y)e*'
G G'
= -Z  Z  h-fi-(G, -  G;)£ff, + (g, -  o; >!„, f o i  + Gyy)ee '
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(vf + kle)E, = (vf +qe)Z(£o^+ E®>'VS'
G
= Z - | G |2 (£«,-?+£ e, J f + *.2 Z  Z
G G G'
So the vectorial wave equation becomes:
Z - |G|2fc.* + £c,>'f“ ' + kSZ Z '*0-0-(Ea; i  + E c , y ^ 6 ’ -
G G C
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APPEND IX  III. D E R IV A T IO N  O F T H E  PC F  A L G O R IT H M  USING H
For H,\
(vf  + i 02f)ff, + V, In e x  (V, x  H, ) =  p H ,
G
Apply the property of V x {(pa) =  q N X a  + V<pxa and V e 'Gr =  iGe‘° 'r :
V ( I n e x (V, x f f t) = V, \n e x v , x Z M + m ) ^
=  - V f In e x
= -V , In e x
G





= - £  Ka iG'e'^ r x  J ]  (hGxG y -  ha,G „ > * ' i
G' G
= X  X  *<=' (A= .°, -  A=»G. V ^ G '  x j
G G'




Replace G +G ’ with G ’ and then exchange G and G ’:
— X X ^ V 5- - ^ g J ( g ; - g > - ( g ;
G G'
— X X  * « ■  ('g A  -  'g A  1(g , -  g ; >  -  (g . -  g ; ^
G G'
The wave equation for Ht will be:
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